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ABSTRACT
This report is concerned with the future of private

higher education, however, the recommendations it offers, are
directed to the public interest in strengthening the whole higher
educational system. The private sector of higher education is
enormously valuable to American society and is an influential
complement to the public sector. The financial problems of private
higher education other than demographic factors and escalating
costs--the tuition gap, the unfavorable provisions of federal student

aid programs, the indiscriminate creation of new public institutions,
and tax reform proposals inimical to private philanthropy--could all

be solved or alleviated by quite modest changes of public policy.

Each state should provide adequately funded grants having the effect

of substantially narrowing, but not necessarily closing, the tuition

gap. This report elaborates on one simple way to narrow the gap,

namely, tuition offset grants for all students in private
institutions. Other chapters cover correcting geographic inequities
in public aid to the private sector; modifying present federal

students aid programs; statewide planning; tax laws and tax
administration; fund raising by public institutions; and other

measures. Appendices include a review of comments on private colleges

in recent reports on financing higher education; and implications of

the 18-year old majority. Part two contains the conclusions and

recommendations. (Author/PG)
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PREFACE

This smolt is concerned with the !came .,I or icate higher education. The
t..' nn it otters, boucles, .ue ditected to the public interest in
strengthening the whole higher educational %%stem. It is the wotk 01 a task
force aptcointecl h% the National Council of Independent Colleges and
Universities. 1 he repot t has heen apprved tic the Board of Directors of that
4courci/ation and endorsed b% the Board of the AMkilti011 of American
Colleges. Thus it represents the considered iudgment of the national
otgani/at loos most 4.1osel identified with private higher education.

Pt icate highet education includes mote than I300 colleges and universities
located in all pasts of the United States. They are nonprofit institutions
operating under plicate, that is non-govetnmental, sponsorship. Come-
ctuentic , thew .tee otters described either 4 "private" or as "independent"
institutions, and c41Iecticel% as the private of independent sector of higher
education. The ale distinguished from "public" institutions, which operate
under gvetnmental sponsorship, and ..lso from proprietary institutions
which, though private, are profit-seeking enterprises.

The wont was made possible b% generous financial assistance from Lilly
Endowment, Inc., and by the helpful cooperation of the Association of
American Colleges.

The direction of the 1.1.1 totce and the preparation of the report were
under the at leadership of Dr Peggy Heim of Bucknell University' (now
Associate Director of the National Center for Higher Lducation Management
Systems). The members of the task force, Or Howard R. Bowen, who served
as 1.14. !ice consultant, and Dr Elden T. Smith, Executive Secretary of the
National Council of Independent Colleges and Universities, all deserve special
recognition for their labors. Thanks are also due to the executives of state
associations of private colleges tor their advice and counsel, to President
Charles H. Watts II and Dr Wendell I. Smith of Bucknell University for
facilitating the study , and to many individuals who provided background
information, especially Richard Tombaugh of the National Association of
Student I in.mcial Aid Administrators. Recognition should also he given to
flowaid E. Holcomb, Wend% T. Kirby and Betts Ford of the Association of
American Colleges for their valued contribution and last, but far from least,
to Alison Dagle and Pamela Bruch who assisted with the details and typing of
early drafts of the repot'. final organisation and editing of the text was
undertaken by Wormald, Vice President of A AC and editor of Ova
Edueution with the help of Janet Lung. This :ndispensable technical service,
of course, entailed no responsibility for the content of the report. The cover
design is the work of Marti Kitchell.



I ot the p.ittittilat benefit 01 all those who mac he ctmtetned with the
detClOptItellt Of ...we ptogtams ot upporl lot the private wctot. J
ctmtplementan report, prepared tor Nt:ICU by PIVICWrit William H.
Mi. latlane. A. L. Dick Howard and ja$ L. Chronistere is being published
ctmcuttentls h4 AAC undo the title .tilale t inartc iai Mettsuro losolvina 11st
Private SVC !fit' of Hialsyr Lame allots.

Ftetieric W. Ness
President
Associatitm of American Colleges
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Introduction
American higher education has historically been conducted undo two

more or less distinct kinds of sponsorship. Throughout 11 port we shall
perforce speak of "public" and "private" institutions an he public and
private WOWS of the academic enterprise. In doing so sv do not seek to
emphasise different:es. Both kinds of institutions have the same essential role:
they are engaged in similar activities- instruction, research and community
service. Both accept students from within and from outside the state in which
they are located, though the mixture varies from institutic is to institution.
Both receive funds, though in different proportions, from taxes, private gifts
and student payments. Both kinds of institutions are public in the sense of
meeting public needs and providing benefits to the public. They are
complementary and interdependent. Together they constitute a srtem of
higher education that is unsurpassed in its capacity to serve students of
widely varying backgrounds and talents, in its ability to respond to a vast
range of social needs, in its overall performance and its peaks of excellence,
in its fidelity to unfettered pursuit of individual development and the
common weal.

The bask distinction between the two types of institutions lies simply in
their sponsorship and in the variations of character and program that flow
from differing sponsorship. Public institutions are underwritten by govern-
ment, usually state or local government. Private institutions are sponsored by
nongovernmental bodies and therefore are often referred to as "independent"
institutions.

Higher education in this country originated primarily under private
auspices. Though public support has a long history going back to the
founding of Harvard in the seventeenth century, public colleges and
universities became significant in numbers and enrollment only in the latter
part of the nineteenth century. As late as 1950, enrollments were equally
divided between private and public institutions. Since then, however, most of
the growth has occurred in public institutions as the states have enlarged
existing colleges and universities and created hundreds of new ones.
Education in that sector has enioyed large public subsidies which have
enabled it to set its charges to students substantially lower than would be
necessary to meet the actual cost of instruction. Such tuitions are far below
those which private institutions must typically charge. Today, the private
sector enrolls only about 24 per cent of the total student population (see



Att It mkt it% toast cpetted to &Om %till futtlier. Ohre
percentage, of %MU, 'W. vat ii Wideh Allis Mg the swept stals.)

In recent sears the financial position of private college% and univetities
has been notably weakening. I or .t le* iitsilltitions the situation i% ahead
becoming catastrophic; lot MOIL indUttilig 'some of the most prestigious
institutions, the Jutute is precarious. Mans thouWittul otherVeis, believing
OW it the relative decline eft the private is prol4inged nitwit lurthers it
will he detrimental to higher education .1% 4 whole, Vit.* the prospect with
disma. !he four commissions or task forces that hate tetenth' studied higher
education itt depth have all recogniNd the %Attie of the private sector and
spressd concern about it% future.' Similar It, numerous earlier commissions

And committees ent1411%ed the concept Ut diyetsit% and inckptidetke in higher
education,Ill, Alld some 411 them I VLOMMended that the states should initiate 01
increase support for private institutions? Hut lot the ma4t of those bodies
public ;vitt% for the private sector was not A 111410t co ncein And was heated
periphetally.

Such lack 4)1 attention to the question of .1 pubik policy lot private highest
education s. teadils understandable, The very concept of privateness or
independence invites the inference that the hod% Ixtlitic has no responsihilits
for the private Neon, traditionallv, the leaclet of private higher education
have themselves been happy to accept 41111i e%C.Susive responsibility for the
planning, the management, the social roie and the future welfare of their
institutions, I hev have tended to he 40 of governmental intervention.
Indeed the private %%tot may he letAlded As making it, distinctive
contribution to the total endeavor precisely because it is relativel% indepen.
dent of govetoment. It provides an indispensabte cuntctweight to *hat
might otherwise become a MOOOtithi Malik s%1:M. So it is CAS} 10 a,tume
that the health, welfare and survival of the private sector is none of the
wwernment's hthiness and that no public policy for peivate higher education
i% either necessary or desirable.

The matter cannot, however, he disposed of so easil%.bovernment cannot
help having policies that affect private higher education in one 14.0 or
AnOthel, ev:n though they ate not so intended. Private institution% are
41tected whenever a new puttik institution is estahlished Of 411 old one domed,
whenever an educational program in a public institution is Stained or
terminated, whenever public tuitions ate tatted or lowered, whenever public
salary levels for !acuity Are adjusted, whenever certain sections of the tat taw
are amended. intoner, govetnmnt ha% a financial interest in the preserva-
tion 01 the private sector, which serves over 2,1 00,0tX) strdents at an esti-
mated saving to the taxpayer of some 2.9 Mlion dollars a year.3

lAppendis A to this trport wn1.11,14 a ummar% ni the findings of these bodies.
2Larnegre Ldrirrnission on 14igtivr 1 dudation. Ito .141:rol: I ilia; /m'ut't,

tiro lurk, 1974. pp. 167, 174. that teflon d.ont.sins an interesting and
useful summers of the findings drt the principal iommissions and task tord.es.Inginning
with the Presittent's Lommission un Higher education which reportru in 1937.

3 Attuming an are, JO* sianvit in .14t aut Um. ut Si -tall per student (See (turner
4f.
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I he Sink, has in t.aIiiitt k' *twit 1hr UK', IL an nattgni must &tide ishvl tter
it shall t ()minus. to emirs the benefits of a dual system of highei 4:distal ion. It
it is consinted that the ;lanaie sector is essential to the well,2MA of the
whole asadems and 01 the Luger societs it must be willing to adopt
put posetul and appropsiate ;OVA ludi4 i. tit .enure ttte suts4.11 of the dual

ss stem.
bosernmental polities designed to sustain threatened private attivities of

social value have long been established in other alias. ii0%CiflMeni has
provided direst or indirect support tor the arts and humanities, for hospitals,
nursing care And medical research, felr ait tines and shipping. hit small farms
and small businesses, to turns' a new Obvioth

Public assistance to plicate higher education is consistent with out national
tradition and, in f.rat, is being increasingh provided. Mans states haw already
acknowledged a responsibilits to infrivndent colleges and universities by
adopting programs of tinantial support. What is now needed is to ettend and
intensifs those initial efforts in a manner that will assure the survival and
healib of a tonInVInive innate sector without either impairing the essential
inckpeodence of plicate colleges and universities ni damaging the public
sector .

the mounting pioblms of private higher education fuse not set reached
the point of it met My ate still surmountable. The means for dealing
with them are at hand and well within the capacity of the nation. But
without prompt and positive action Ow outlook is bleak. The purpose of this
report is to suggest the measures that are needed to maintain a flourishing
private component in a healthy and balanced system of higher education,

The twirl is brief and can tie quicisls read, but Inc the convenience of the
reader who is concerned only with its conclusions and recommendations,
they arc brought together in Chapter 2. The reasoning that led to those
conclusions and recnrnmendations is set out in Chapters 3.1 I.

3
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2

Conclusions and Recommendations

Private Higher Education
(chapter 3)

I he pt vate
sotit' and is
m both state
preset s ing and

W4.toI of highes education is mot MOWS Velltlahlr ican
an influential complement to the pubtic sector. Policynukeis
and federal governments should give increasing attention to
strengthening private higher education.

Financial Distress
(Chapter 4)

The financial problems of Misfile higher education other than demo
graphic factors and escalating costs the tuition gap, the unfavorable
pros itions at federal student aid programs, the indiscriminate creation of new
public institutions, and 1a% reform proposals inimical to private philan-
thropy could all he solved or alleviated by quite modest changes of public
polics. State and federal governments should take measure, along the lines
proposed in this report, which are consistent with the public interest and the
aLSIO110111) of private institu :inns, to effect the necessary changes. The
measures proposed are to be viewed as a series of inter-related programs,
primarily at the state level but supplemented by the federal government. Any
one of them would be helpful, but alt are needed to provide the private sector
with the substantial support it needs in order to achieve long-range stability.

Narrowing the Tuition Gap
(Chapter 5)

Each state should provide adequately funded grants having the of toot of
substantially narrowing, but nut necessarily closing, the tuition gap.

This report elaborates on one simple, direct and practicable way to narrow
the gap, namely, tuition offset gram. for all students in private institutions.
We believe this specific proposal is sound and should receive serious
consideration in every state. We recognire, however, that it is not the only
way, and so it is not formulated as a rigid recommendation.

'11



Rattle., %%e :.oirtirtlt.1 that ..telt state find .1 ee.le 441144i.1011 H 4th its

nadit"/1" .111J 116V41. t.t 4111.11 44' %Witt111 01044v% %Iiii441Ji11i.111% !lamming
the tuition %Iv. Olive 0%4404104141 le% 4414141 0% 141 %'%1 OW 11w to% el age tit pi 0%411
state Pr tlgt anis 01 J441%1.111.4 it, need% %todlii ill imitate Ifl.ititt114111. 111 to
e%tod ptesent %Lilt %%1101.41%1110 iII441p.i111% %Al that Hie% %%mkt 1114111de 1411

%tii4104t..0141 rtmide more Jde.tuaie wants. Nnother ii .it %%ould lo
mositt% %Ato ?etal pole:13511% tit NI Udell! .1 Id 111.11 1110 Vi ii141ilti
molt. 1 .teal I Colbtfli.'e JO TO L'Ilt.04 it1 hiat114)11% tiVitSII1 11tthlit and
;Nit ate mist:tut:0ns 1See t 11.1010 -1. 41411 .411441110 11.1% %%mild 14%. 111 gi%e

:11%1 11 11114111.11 g1.1111% lit 1111%.1k' institutions ttom state 414 1edefttl 11111J NO.
1 ht. II/1041ft AM 41hle4 1 i44' Is 11411 14) Adoph d pd1I t4uia1 st,liolle hilt 04%1 i%41% 144
11.11141H 1114* n11114111 gap M4' 41.i% .141,11114.1.

Correcting Geogranhk Inequities
(Chapter 6)

fli J:II,',111 Mid 1%11e J d I.) rii,.ite institutions and I 11 students
.itterht,IN t h. 111 Ito e e ;eel arming the states. h ith 44111ing ittcctuiiiel
t%.1%.,1 ,bli .I itle111. .11 geo%40.11%114 , etiti.4114 %%4 k .Late did
10 4.1 444kfli III it .44 e t4Iill145 has usuall% Io% etentihed et ithin state
0..411.1.0,es. I eJet.11 14'gi%Li1 hill *!10111d 114' ehaeted to plot tele. +menth wants
to the tate.. to enema age tilrt it% 44%eloitite theeltrities h% ghing
.44.1441,htle sits pt hate ,otIege. anti he, nuking pttnisioh tot students iiho
attend utt-tait institutions, 1 he tetici41 4,110tsid tie 1 leihk,
0101411 141 iv Mit We 1.110 1 441 in J%4411d.111%e 14 tIli theii
.00%1 .1 411 14:11.4: 444.41411 Arki 144%.11 lindit 10ns.

Federal Student Aid Programs
(Chapter 7)

VdC!Ji pf (it! 41101 of 11.1dV111 aid 414. 11411 HII suited to the heeds ot private
Lost it 11 Ins Mid I IV %1 s, I he tit ogtants eh, nnl pro % 4: realist it diflutit%
1 i11411e% 10 114'41 Iiitivitt. reel the 40.1% attending ptieate t:011eges and
untsetitie. 1 he eonditions 10 te.tiktite tit the plograll% tile
undilivided. t edeial Ell',(X;s should he mhdified. tot eieamp14.,IN adding an
4%11.1 .111414%.104 4 to students tot pi h Ate. tuition or .1 .midi cost-tet -Mire:Aron
supplethht tot phe Ate institutions. !he hooding 4)1 .111 tede4.11 student aid
tigt.rtos h4hild ineteased to 11104(.14: .1 431144ii4 rturnttei and amount of
ettalu,

Statewide Planning
(Chapter 8)

tational se stem ot higher education, inluding hth puhlie and wreak
woofs. eat) mitt he attained h% eatetul planning. State eduealional planning

; 12



agencies should lake ut account the presence of private institutions, consult
with them. when tensible make contracts with them for needed services, and
otherwise atoid =lea 11%11$ duplication and wasteful competition. Private
institutions should cooperate in statewide planning, but the actions of state
planning agencies should respt t the essential autonoms of both public and
private institutions.

Taxation
(Chapter 9)

Federal and state income, inheritance and estate taxes should continue to
provide strong incentives for philanthropic giving. These incentives should be
strengthened, for example, by adopting the Pifer plan for increasing the
exemptions available to lower-income taxpayers. Private colleges and univer-
sities should have file same tax exemptions as comparable public institutions.

Fund Raising by
Public Institutions

(Chapter 10)

In the area of pi ivate giving as a source of support for higher education,
new relationships and understandings between the public and the private
sectors are needed. The private institutlons should acknowledge that public
colleges and universities may need private gifts for innovation and enrich-
ment; the public sector should recognize that private institutions must enlarge
their search for public funds, both on state and federal levels, in order to
maintain their vitality.

Other Measures
(Chapter 11)

Present student loan programs are complex and ineffective. A coherent
national system of long-term student loans should be established with
adequate funding and moderate interest. It should supplement other forms of
aid and not be viewed as a substitute for tuition grants or other aid programs.

To strengthen the academic quality of small, developing colleges and
universities, which include among their ranks many institutions serving
predominantly minority students, the federal program, Strengthening Devel-
oping Institutions, should be reauthorized.

The number of graduate fellowships and the level of funding for research
should be increased. We support the recommendations of the 1974 report of
the National Board CM Graduate Education.

Many private institutions cannot obtain sufficient money from current
funds for maintenance and depreciation reserves. Matching grants should be
available to private institutions for replacement, remodeling and reconstruc-

7
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t buildings and equipment. Flonding authoritv, available to private
institutions in SOMe Niate1. Sh()Uld widel} adopted.

Lite long or re4urring education %hould be financed in a waN that will
enable both public and private in+titutions to met thew educational needs.

14



3
The Case for Private Higher Education

[he case tor a substantial hod% ut strong private colleges and universities,
though compelling, is not so widely understood as it ought to be. The private
sector is not merely an ornament or a kiwi.% nice to have but readily
dispensed with in a crisis. It is an important, even essential, part of the
American 5% stem of higher education.

In making this case, there is no implication that private higher education as
such is in any wa% superior to public higher education. No invidious
comparisons ale needed or intended. Both sectors serve important public
purposes and both have the capacity for excellence in discharging their
lunctions. The two ale interdependent, compiementar% and mutual!}
supportive. A special 4.41W must he made for private higher education simply
because it is in leopard% and because new public polio s are fittlied to
preserve the benet its accruing trim the dual system.

Diversity

More than 1500 private Lalleges and universities are operating in the
United States. The enroll more than 2,100,000 students. DILI are located in
49 of the 50 states. They range in sire from a few hundred to more than
30,000 students. Ihe% oars in function from small liberal arts colleges and
specialized professional schools to great universities with elaborme graduate
and professional programs. Some emphasize occupational interest, others
liberal studies. They raw in clientele from those serving particular ethnic or
religious groups or particular local areas to those serving a broad spectrum of
the population. Most are of the latter type. They vary in location, some being
rural, some suburban, some urban. They vary in their philosophy of educa-
tion and in the nature of their educational impact. Some are four-year
colleges and some two-year. They include institutions of great fame and
influence as well as little-known institutions which serve specialized or local
needs. Some cater to students of exceptional ability and some to those of
more modest ability. Some are heavily engaged in research and public service,
while others concentrate on instruction. Some are residential and some serve
primarily commuting students. The degree of variety within the private sector
is suggested by the data in Tables 2 and 3.

9
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Dive:sit% is nei.essar% it the higher educational system is to be able to serve
its many clienteles and put poses. In the words of Ralph Besse, an influential
trustee of several ptisate institutions:

. e the NtOjeftf coOstittieltet to I' Setted hiaher education in-
c icicles men and hOttICO, old people and vouna people, rich people' and
',our people, many races, ethnic aroups and non-ethnic groups, brilliant
minds and helms-average minds, and a ramie of interests, 49titudes,
personal needs, ambitions and motivations as broad and varied as our
eccedingly comple culture.

The social needs %chit* higher education must serve are equally
varied, fields of knot4ledge evand in depth and number, technolog-
ical competition Increases, mirk, involvement accelerates, urban living
alters our mores, and affluence impacts our total $sely of life.

/Ind thus the mere statement of the complex nature of students and
of social needs is almost enough to demonstrate the requirement of
both institutional and program diversity. Certainly no one institution or
type' at institution could be adequately desired to achieve optimum
service' and quality for such a variety of demands.1

In tlw spirit of Mr Besse's comment, particular emphasis must be given to
the unique role of the small private college. It typically offers a campus of
human scale, rich community life, concern for the values of liberal learning,
and attention to students as individual persons. Many small colleges, including
those that arc not well known, perform a highly valuable service in these
respects. The nation would be ill served if such institutions were to disappear
or were forced to change their mission substantially.

In general, private institutions of all types have included among their main
objectives the development of the ',tudent's personality as an individual. This
concern is reflected in the fact that private institutions of all types are on the
average smaller than comparable public institutions. A comparison of the
average enrollment of public and private institutions is shown in Table 4.

Checks and Balances

The private sector of higher education serves as a counterweight to the
public sector and provides useful checks and balances. Its existence diffuses
responsibility for higher education, which would otherwise be a sole
prerogative of government. The very presence of private institutions is a
forceful reminder that independent, non-political education is not an
unattainable ideal. The private sector provides examples of alternative
administrative modes and educational programs. It thus serves the public
sector of higher education as well as society at large, and some of its strongest

t Ralph M. Hesse, " the Case for Pluralism and Diversity in Higher Education" in
ithitier IJuratiun, Human Rev/mores and the National Economy, Addresses and
Discussion Papers tram the Sistieth Annual Meeting of the Association of American
Colleges, 1974, p. 169

10
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supporteis ale to be bond among public institutions. The University Of
California, for example, is strengthened by the presence nearby of a Stanford.
Similarly, most state and community colleges are influenced by the styles and
traditions of neighboring private institutions. Conversely, of course, the
private sector is influenced by the misfit. +ector.

Excellence

We raise here the question of quality because it affects deeply the future
of our society. An admirable discussion of this issue is found in the previously
cited paper by Ralph Besse.2 As he points out, in the modern thrust for
equality of opportunity in higher education quality has sometimes suffered.
It might have suffered even worse without the protection of diversity. Under
the banner of egalitarianism, a subtle attack has been launched against
excellence in higher education. Of course, excellence which is available only
to the wealthy cannot be defended, but excellence based on achievement can
not only be defended but may in the long run be indispensable. It contributes
to the preparation of outstanding leaders, to the sound developMent of our
culture, to the maintenance of our competitive position in the world..

As Besse states, there is nothing inappropriate in a "diversity of the
learning process which provides opportunity in one institution for average or
sub-average intellects and opportunity in another for superior intellects.
Almost all the progress of history is traceable to superior minds." This is true,
he say s, not only of science, "where brilliance is commonly recognised as an
ingredient of creativity. It is equally true .. .in art. music, philosophy,
literature and every other important category of social activity .... whatever
value may be aerived from the social leavening that comes from the less
brilliant students and faculties mingling with the more brilliant students and
faculties, it is more than offset in end result by a diveisity which permits
brilliant faculties to compound their effectiveness by teaching brilliant
students" The private sector contributes substantially to such diversity.

Many private institutions are characterized by a traditional form of
educational and intellectual excellence. This is true not only of the great
research universities but also of numerous small colleges. Such institutions are
a national resource of incalculable value. Their excellence is derived largely
from the traditions and the influences (including small size and selectivity of
personnel) associated with private control. This is not to deny that a high
order of excellence may be achieved in the public sector, which would of
course be absurd. Yet it is no accident that so many private institutions have
achieved exceptional educational and intellectual quality.

The excellence achieved in the private sector and the flexibility derived
from private control have enabled many private institutions to achieve
educational leadership, to serve as standard-setters, and to be sources of
innovation. The private sector has no monopoly on leadership of this kind,
but it has often used the independence and flexibility that come with
privateness to set the example of what a college or university should be like.

20p. cit., p. 170



The efforts of public institutions to'keep up with their private competitors
has been an important facto; in the progress of the public sector.

Academic Freedom

Academic I reedom nsists in r.ti t of the right and duty of individual
professors to seek and speak the truth. More bioadly, it includes significant
inner direction for colleges and universities as institutions. It means that the
academic community should ita%e a dominant voice based on professional
judgment -in deciding what to teach, how to teach, what academic standards
to maintain, what tines of research and scholarship to pursue, what to publish
and whom to employ as teachers. Academic freedom in this sense is always in
jeopardy, but in the past decade it has been object to unprecedented erosion
from growing political influence and from increasing reliance on funds
earmarked for purposes prescribed from outside.

Private institutions are by no means exempt from pressures threatening
academic freedom. But their relative independence tram government, the
diversity of their governing boards, and in many cases their traditions tend to
make them less susceptible terforces that could curb academic freedom than
are public institutions. Even this were not so, academic freedom is mare
likely to be upheld in a system of higher education with diversified control
than in one under monolithic control.

Liberal Learning and Values

One of the important functions of the private sector has been, and still is,
to keep alive the traditions of liberal learning and to emphasize sound
personal values as one of the important outcomes of higher education. Again,
private institutions have no monopoly on liberal learning or values; yet in
some areas of the public sector there has been a mari:ed tendency to stress
manpower needs and vocational techniques. That liberal education with
emphasis on values has survived and prospered in the public institutions is due
in part to the persistent influence of private colleges and universities.

Relief to Taxpayers

The private sector educates annually over 2,100,(00 students. If private
colleges and universities were to disappear, the education of those students
would be the responsibility of public higher education. The present average
subsidy per student in the public sector is about $1400. Multiplying by
2,100,0(10 students yields an estimated additional annual cost to taxpayers of
2.9 billion dollars.3 This amount represents only the operating costs and
ignores capital costs.

3The actual cost would vary depending on whether one assumed that the state would
simply take over the private Institutions and operate them or that the private
institutions would be dosed and the students moved to existing state institutions.
interpreting this figure, it should he noted that, though it represents an additional cost
to taspayers it does not imply a change in soot cost. Rather it would represent a shift
in the burden of educating 2,100,000 students to taxpayers from students, their families
and philanthropists.
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Concluding Comment

the case for Maintaining and strengthening the private welch or higher
education is persuasive. This is not to assert that every single private institution
is a Harvard, any more than ewers public institution is .1 Berkeley. II, how-
mei, one esamines closely the private institutions of this country, one will
find that overwhelmingly the are making significant contributions. Each in
its own way serves its own particular clientele. Even the less well known
private colleges have their particular missions, and to depreciate their con-
tribution., is to do a great disservice to higher education and to the nation.
There are, of course, marginal institutions mostly underfunded some of
which are unclear about their purposes, or under incompetent leadership, or
the victims of misfortune. But the vast majority of private institutions have
long served productively, and they deserve an honored and secure place in the
American higher educational system.

Perhaps the most conclusive evidence of the value of private institutions is
that 2,10000 students are patroniting them when it costs the student on
the average 416M, or 67 per cent, more than if would cost to attend a public
institutitm.4 But as the tuition gap widens, the number of students who can
afford private higher education without financial aid is steadily declining.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The private sector of higher education is enormously valuable to American
society and is an influential complement to the public sector. Policy-makers
in both state and federal governments should give increasing attention to
preserving and strengthening private higher education,

4( .ullwge Scholarship Service ut the Collc!te littranse Lsantination Board, Student
werw yt Pertftectindatt ltittitutiont, terse -7S, New Viol., 197-1, p. vi. Data for

resident students; total espenses include tuition and tees, room and board, transporta-
tion and incidental expenses. the cost 01 attending the average public four -year college
was 52400: the average private four-year college, 54039.
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4
Mounting Financial Distress

of the Private Sector

Priyate oliews and universities appeal on the whole to have trade
substantial progress in most respects during the late 195th and the 1960s.
Around 1969. however, the tide seems to have turned and a time of rough
sailing set in. the resulting financial distress has been fully documen:ed by
Hans jenny and G. Richard Wynn,2 and Earl F, Cheit,2 and William W.
tellema.3 I. ollow ing the t it st shock of widespread deficits in 1969 and 1970,
the pi hate colleges and universities tightened their hells and in some cases
raised more money; budgets generally were brought hack into balance. This
phase has been reported in new studies by Wynn4 and Cheit.5 But the new
situation is described by Cheit as one of "fragile stability." He is by no means
sanguine dhow the long-run outlook.°

Despite recent budgetary progress, the fundamental situation for hundreds
of private colleges is deteriorating. It is difficult to document this fact
because no timely periodic data on private higher education are available./

11he (undo; ear., t:cilette of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio, 1970

%et, Ikpre..iffn in Higher I dm alien% New York, 1971

311w Red and the likk k, AviattiAtion of Anwritan Colleges, Washington. D.C., 1971:
/ von, Red Pi Black? fomeitts%, Sant rancisco, 1974

4.4 f lire t:rn.trAads. Center for the Study of Higher Mutation, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. Michigan. April 1974

hjhu Neu nepresinn in Maher I dui atinn I tin leurs later, McGraw-Hill, New
York, 197 4

6 -Chcit. ides a it., pp. 71.2

the MAXI I ask I orce has ream mended that a regular annual survey of a sample
of private colleges and universities he instituted, with current data to he reported
prootptis 1 he purpose of the stoves would he to keep a running record of the condition
of private institutions with reference to admissions. finances and program.
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Despite the lack orf cumin hald data, however, an abundance of scattered
evidence suggests quite clearly that the number of student Applications is
declining, that the need to help students finance their expenses is growing at a
faster rate than tuition income, that in some cases enrollment is falling, that a
%leaflet% decreasing pupation of educational swat is being met from
endowment (See Table 5), that plant maintenance is being postponed, and
that, as Ws nn points out, tnusiun in the quality of instruction may be
occurring (See Table 6).

The most disquieting feature of the situation is the apparent weakness in
student recruitment brought about, in large part, by the growing inability of
students and their families to meet college costs. The decline in the number
of applicants is disheartening, nut only because students are the raison d'hre
of colleges, but also because the tuition payments they bring with them are,
even more than in earlier years, the financial mainstay of almost all private
institutions (Table 5).

The efforts of Of iV41C institutions to communicate the precariousness of
their situation have not been entirely successful. Many of the deficits
experienced at the onset of the crisis have, as Chit shows, been corrected by
severe budgetary control and by strenuous efforts to raise money and recruit
students. Most institutions arc operating with seeming normality. Few wish to
Advertise their apprehensions lest they discourage students and donors and
demoralize staff.

Yet most informed obseners judge that the balance is delicate and that a
wave of dire, perhaps irreversible, distress may be expected for hundreds of
worthy institutions within the next five to ten years unless appropriate public
measures are taken. Since 1970 fifty private colleges have closed their doors.8
But actual demise of colleges is only the tip of the iceberg. What lies beneath
the surface is still more serious. If the present trend continues, all but a few
private institutions will be in grave peril.

The critical condition of the private sector is not due mainly to its own
shortcomings. It has long served, and continues to serve, the nation well. Its
current difficulities are due primarily to influences wholly beyond the control
of the institutions.

In the first place, the declining birth rate is inevitably beginning to
constrict the pool of available students. Secondly, the costs of higher
education are being driven steeply upward by such forces as the general
inflation and the particular cost effects of the knowledge explosion, an
increasingly complex technology, more intricate and restrictive legal obliga-
tions, more demanding social philosophies and new levels of consumer
expectations, while the service industry syndrome limits the abilh, of
educational institutions to reduce unit costs by increasing the productivity of
their work force.

These factors affect both public and private institutions, but private
institutions are at a special disadvantage. Endowment and gift revenues, on

aSet the results of a survey by the National Coun.11 of Independent Colleges and
Unttersities. For other sutistis see the Nationaf Commission on the Financing of
Postsecondary Education, Pi/rotting Puitsetonthiry Education In the United States,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1973, O. 196.



which they ate Le Infer heavily dependent than public institutions are
inherently less responsive to inflation than public appropriations and cannot
be expected to keep pace with the cost escalation. So, in the absence of large
public subsidies, the private institutions have been thrown back on their only
aVaiiatlit source of stihstanti.ills increased income student charges. Tuition
and tees charged by private starting from a higher haw at the
outset, have risen much more sharply than the corresponding charges of
public institutions. Needless to say, this has gravely weakened the competitive
position of the rrivate sector. It is in the position of a thriving business that
finds itself confronted with an intrinsically strong and heavily subsidized
competitor which can sell as product at one fifth of the price.

In practical terms, the gap between the charges paid by students at public
and at private institutions is even more serious for the private sector when
measured not in ratios but in actual dollars. The private sector can survive a
substantial price differential but not a tuition differential that averages more
than $1500 per student per annum and is growing from year to year.

The difficulties of private institutions are compounded by other factors
nut of their own making but resulting from acts of public policy. Many
private institutions find themselves having to compete not only with
long-established public institutions but with new public institutions located in
more or less close proximity to the private institutions without due
consideration of the over-all supply and demand situation. The provisions of
certain federal programs of the student aid make those programs less helpful
to students attending private institutions than to students at public
institutions and thus tend to draw students away from the private sector.
Actual or threatened changes in tax laws and tax administration in directions
unfavorable to private philanthropy inhibit the flow of gift income.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMrpATIONS

The financial problems of private higher education other than demo.
graphic factors and escalating coststhe tuition gap, the unfavorable
provisions of federal student aid programs, the indisci:r ;mate creation of new
public institutions, and Tax reform proposals inimical to private philan-
thropycould all be solved or alleviated by quite modest changes of public
policy. State and federal governments should take measures along the fines
proposed in this report, which are consistent with the public interest and the
autonomy of private institutions, to effect the necessary changes. The
measures proposed are to be viewed as a series of inter-related programs,
primarily at the state level but supplemented by the federal government. Any
one of them would be helpful, but all are needed to provide the private sector
with the substantial support it needs in order to achieve long-range stability-
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5
Narrowing the Tuition Gap

I. he tuition gap may he looked at in two w : as a ratio between
public and private tuitions1 or (2) as a dollar difference between the two.

The ratio between average tuitions at all private institutions combined and
at all public institutions was about three to one in 1927.28 and remained
about the +JIM until 1951-52. 1 hereatto, it rose st...klily to nearly five to
Otte by 1971 72 and since then has stayed at about this level.` Such a change
in the relationship between private and public tuitions could not tail to
reduce the range of student choice and impair the competitive position of
private institutions. But the adverse change in the ratio is not so decisive as
the widening gap in absolute dollar figures. It is the gap in the actual amount
families must pay that influences decision+.

Average tuitions and fees in all private and all public institutions and the
dollar gap between them, for selected years, are shown in table 7, I roe these
figures one observes: ( I) that tuitions have risen in both sectors; (2) that the
rise has been more rapid in the private sector; (.4) that in recent years Overate
of rise has not been very diflerent in the two sectors and so the ratios have
not changed very much: and (4) that despite the fairly constant ratios, the
absolute dollar gap has continued to widen.

The goal of a program for strengthening the position of the private colleges
must he to narrow in some way the dollar gap between private and public
tuitions and fees. On the assumption that tuitions in public institutions will
continue to be much lower than those in private institutions (an assumption
eccepted by the sponsors of this report),3 the options are as follows:

I. To provide students at private colleges with grants which would at least
partly offset the tuition gap

111w trim tuition as used here includes mandators fres.

2Ser Carnegie Commission an Higher Eduvation, The Capitol afhl the t:aorpro.
nctfrawIfill, New York, 1971, pp. 77.79, and American Council on hfutation, A / ve I
Rook on kligiker I dui, ation, I hind Issue, 1973, pp. 154-57. In interprelMg the ratio, it
should he noted that tuitions are gross, not net alter student aid.

311 is tr4omnoed that tuitions in public institutions may continue to the, as they have
firers doing fin the past several seas. But it is assumed that the dollar gap tveturen
prisate and public tuitions will in am ease o Un tiring in be %i/edittle anti that narrowing of
this gap is essential to the vigor and survival of private higher eduLation.
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Its provide aid to students in general, whether attending public or
private colleges, with the grants adrusted to the higher costs of
attendance at private institutions

3. To ploy idc pi hate colleges with grants, or pal meats tar services, which
would enable them to slow up or reverse the steady increase in tuitions

4. Some combination of the foregoing options

There are mans possible vadations on these themes. Grants to students
could be awarded on any of a multitude of formulas and subject to a wide
variety of conditions and coverages. Grants to institutions could likewise be
awarded in various forms and with diverse conditions attached. Moreover, the
grants to students or institutions might be made Iv the states, by the federal
government, or In both.'

If the grants are to narrow the tuition gap, however, Uses must either be
given eyclusivelv to private institutions and/or their students, or if not
eulusive, be relatively large in amount (or accompanied by supplementary
grant) for private institutions or their students. Obviously, if the grants were
available eouatly to both public and private institutions, or equally to
students in either type of institution, then the tuition gap would not be
narrowed and the competitive position of the private institutions would not
be strengthened.

Another important condition is that a program to assist private institut:ons
should not result in increased public control of those institutions. For that
reason, if grants to institutions are to be made by the states or by the federal
government, such grants should not carry restrictions or conditions that
would be the entering wedge for bringing private institutions into the public
sector. Because grants to institutions entail greater danger of eroding the
independence of the private sector, grants to students are generally to be
preferred. Institutional grants having appropriate safeguards, however, should
by no means be ruled out. Several states have demonstrated that they can
provide support for private higher education without imposing undesirable
controls.

At least 35 states have already acted in some fashion to assist private
colleges or their students. The programs are quite varied in their provisions
and in the degree of their funding. Some provide aid to institutions, some to
students and some to both.

In the few states that provide institutional aid, the programs are based on
factors such as total number of students, number of students In various
programs or various classifications, number of degrees awarded, specific
services performed that are deemed to be of special value to the state, or
some combination of these. Institutional aid is also provided indirectly in
some states by allowing private institutions to issue tax - exempt bonds for
construction of buildings.

4Our recommendation, outlined later in this and in the next chapter, is that the
grants be made by the states, with federal incentive grants to the states to achieve a
minimum level of geographical uniformity,.
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Student aid under the various state programs also takes many forms. It
includes grants based solels on need, grants based primarily on scholarship
with amounts adjusted to need. grants based on scholarship with no means
test, and flat-rate grants with neither a scholarship nor a means test. Where
grants are based on need, the concept of need may be broad or narrow. In
some cases, grants are available only to students .n private colleges, in other
cases to students in both public and private institutions. In the latter Cdsc, the
grants vary widely in the amount of differential assistance they provide to
students in private institutions.

Few of the programs, whether in the form of institutional grants or
student grants, have the effect of substantially narrowing the tuition gap for
large numbers of students. Few states have significant or well-funded
programs of institutional aid. In many of the states providing grants for
students, the programs apply only to students in the lowest income brackets
or to students of exceptional ability. Such grants serve important purposes
and should be continued, but they leave out the 'urge numbers of
low-to-middle-income students and the great bulk of worthy students of
mediumto-high academic ability, rhese are the very students who face rising
financial barriers to attending private colleges and universities and without
whom the private institutions will be in jeopardy.

There are many possible ways of improving the present situation. We see
no need to advocate a single uniform program for the whole country.
Differences in local conditions, traditions, constitutional provisions and
experience AI suggest that diversity may.ke both desirable and Inevitable. The
essential need is to provide adequate funding which will either assist
significantly a broad spectrum of students in private colleges and universities
or substantially augment the educational funds of private institutions.

In our judgment, a program to be of maximum effectiveness in narrowing
the tuition gap should have the following characteristics:

I. The grants would be made by the states though part of the fundswould
come from federal incentive grants to the states,

2. The grants would be made in a form expressly designed to narrow the
tuition gap between private and public institutions. They might be paid
directly to students, to institutions or to both. If grants to students
were available in both sectors they would provide a differential amount
for students in the private sector to offset the higher private tuition.

3. A state program would be made up of any one or a combination of the
following options: (a) a plan to provide private colleges with institu-
tional grants and/or payments for services; (b) a plan to provide aid to
students attending either public or private colleges, with the grants
varying according to the costs at the college of the students' choke;
(c) a plan to provide tuition offset grants to all students at private
colleges.

*The question of whether the state or the federal government should be the grantor
is further examined in the next chapter.
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4. It tuition 441%1 giants were selected, they would he made available to
soli to nu.t of the qualified students in plicate institution. without
restrictive couuiitions as to financial means or scholarly attainment.
Similar grants would he available for graduate and professional students
in pt i4 ate LI illege and universit
ine amount of the tuition offset grains would be calculated to rim rows
but not eliminate, the tuition gap. The formula in each state would be
geared to tl subsidy provided from public funds for students in public
institutions. three possible formulas are illustrated in Table

1 hes possible formulas would have the advantage that the amount
of the tuition of tset grant would he tied to magnitudes that are under
tintial of the state government. namely, overage cost of instruction

and average tuitions in public institutions. Nu item in the formula
!LIU he under the Loam,' of the private institutions that nvuld

benefit Iran; the grants. But, as public institutions changed their
expenditures or their charges, the amount of the tuition offset grant
would he crrestsndirtgly altered.

7. I he tuition offset grant program would not replace existing programs
1 student aid or institutional aid. In computing student financial needs
untie' existing student aid programs, the tuition offset grant would be
deducted from the ciht to the student in a private institution. For
example, a tuition offset of 48(() would reduce a $4,000 total cost to
the private college student to 43,2(X) for the purpose of determining
student aid.

Assuming 2.1 million private college students, the gross cost of the
proposed tuition offset program would he about ii8.10 million if the grants
averaged S400. about 41.7 billion if the grants averaged $800, about $2.5
billion if they averaged SI200. Of course, from this gross amount would be
subtracted reductions in other forms of student aid. The net cost, therefore,
would he considerably less than the gross figures' Moreover, the incremental
cuss would he still less, because snow states already have portions of this
overall program in effect, though in most cases with inadequate funding. The
cost would be borne partly by the federal government and partly by the state
governments (See Chapter 6).

To sum up. the proposal is that each state find a way consistent with its
laws, traditions and needs to enlarge student choice by narrowing the tuition
gap. As we have mentioned, a number of states already have some form of
institutional aid or student aid. We have elaborated on one other possible
form tuition offset grants for all students in private institutions. These
would complement existing programs in states that have them and would
form part of the total program to he developed in states that arc lust
beginning to move toward aid to the private sector. We arc not dogmatic
about the mit of programs; we believe each Slate must build the program that

e the net cost would be Influencer' by the number at aid recipients In private
inifilutionv and lte nature of the federal and slate aid programs more specifically, the
formula. uted in calculating aid and the levels of funding.
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will best fit it. needs. I he important objective is to narrow the spread
between public and private tuitions and thereby ensure the greatest possible
freedom of choice for students.

A further word is in order regarding our recommendation that tuition
'also giants should he available to qualified students in private institutions
without restrictive conditions as to financial memis of scholarly attainment.

We favor avoiding means tests for both philosophical and administrative
reasons. No means tests are imposed on students who benefit tram subsidized
education in state institutions, and the same principle should be applied to
tuition offset grants to private college students. Moreover, the grants should
be helpful to :maple in the middle-income brackets who have usually been
excluded from most programs based on need. Means tests are inherently
difficult to administer fairly. The difficulty is being compounded as increas-
ing numbers of eighteen-year-olds are claiming adult status.'

There is also precedent for elimination of the means test. Some states have
already adopted programs, either of grants to students or grants to
institutions, which involve no financial tests .° An example of a state aid
program that involves no means test is that of Georgia. The state pays a flat
grant of WO (to be increased to $600) to all Georgia students attending
private colleges in that state. The disbursement is made to the institutions
under the condition that the funds will be credited to the tuition accounts of
the students. Similarly, in Nov York grants are made to private institutions
an the basis of the number of degrees awarded.

While we favor avoiding means tests for tuition offset grants, we do not
wish to he doctrinaire on the subject. We recognize that some states might
prefer to exclude from tuition offset grants persons with adequate financial
resources. Moreover, we are taking no position on means tests for other
student aid programs, either state or federal. We are well aware that student
aid based on need, despite its drawbacks, economizes in tax dollars.

In the same spirit, we do not mean to be dogmatic in our recommendation
against reasonable scholarly requirements for tuition offset grants. Most
states, however, rightly impose only minimal scholarship standards on those
admitted to the public system of higher education, and the same principle
might apply to tuition offset grants to students in private institutions.

Existing programs of student aid employing means tests or scholarship
criteria have the important purposes of giving special assistance to students of
very low income and disadvantaged backgrounds or of recognizing and
encouraging students of exceptional scholarly ability. Such programs should
be continued and even enlarged. The proposed tuition offset program would
have a different purpose. Its objective would he to enable the rank and file of
students of varying resources and varying scholarly ability to choose private
institutions, thus widening their range of opportunities. The tuition offset

7 See Appendis El for .1 dinussion of the eighfeenq ear-old ma wits .

81--or a detailed review of state teeio-tion, we William H. Ma arcane if 44, Slate
iirranciat ifeasuret Inserts ma the Private See tee ul Hi,the I iinsatinn: 4 Report to the
National/ Council of /ndepenjent Cntle.te, strld 147hersilie%. VotilLialion of American
Colleges, Washington, D.C., 1974.
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program would Melding.. ti .t L4 implement to isrograms such as state scholar
ships and special aid to needy students, not a substitute tot them.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Each state should provide adequately funded grants having the effect of
substantial's, narrowing, but not necessarily dosing, the tuition gap.

This report elaborates on one simple, direct and practicable way to narrow
the gap, namely, tuition of fset grants for all students in private institutions.
We believe this specific proposal is sound and should receive serious
consideration in every state. We recogniie, however, that it is not the only
way, and so it is not formulated as a rigid recommendation.

Rather we recommend that each state find a way, consistent with its
traditions and needs, to enlarge student choices by substantially narrowing
the tuition gap. Other possibilities would be to extend the coverage of present
state programs of assistance to needy students in private institutions or to
extend present state scholarship programs so that they would include far
more students and provide more adequate grants. Another way would be to
modify various federal programs of student aid so that they would include
more students and recognize differences in tuitions between public and
private institutions (See Chapter 7). Still another .ray would be to give
institutional grants to private institutions from state or federal rinds or both.
The important objective is not to adopt a particular scheme but effectively to
narrow the tuition gap in one way or another.
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6

Correcting Geographic Inequities in
Public Aid to the Private Sector

Public aid to private higher education has up to now been primarily a
function of state governments. As a result, the system of aid has been
inequilable among geographic areas. Programs in states now giving aid differ
widely in their provisions and level of funding, and some states have no
programs at all. rite amount of aid available to particular institutions or
particular students is, therefore, very much a matter of geographic accident.

In Adition to the wide variation in benefits, most state programs are
confined within the states' own boundaries. They are limited to students who
arc state residents and who attend in-state institutions. Many students attend,
or wish to attend, p- ivAte colleges outside their home states, and many private
institutions draw heavily on students from out of state. For example, some
private institutions are regional or national in character and enroll as many as
ninety pet cent out-of-state students. the free flow of students across state
lines is desirable to enlarge student choices and to overcome provincialism. A
system of aid which restricts this interchange of students impairs student
freedom of choice.

A sound system of tuition grants designed to meet the need and to treat
persons and institutions equitably should not be rests fictive as to residence of
students or location of institutions. This goal calls for a state-federal
partnership to provide incentives and to help compensate for differences in
state resources. Such a partnership must be achieved by retaining the
well - recognised responsibility of state governments for higher education and
at the same time acknowledging the need for a solution combining state
responsibility with federal aid to promote reasonable geographic equity and
mobility.

If the states are to be the primary source of tuition offset grants, two
possibilities exist:

I. To pay tuition offset grants to state residents regardless of where the
private institutions they attend arc located. (An example of this was
the initial Pennsylvania plan, which gave equal aid to needy students
attending both instate and out-of-state institutions.)

2-5
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2. 1 o r.1% oft ,Ittm't glant% ttldellt attending itl-state pthate
itt.lititittnt% tegattne.. 41 the states in which then reside. (I or ssample.
Thus land pas s in-state pis ate institutions a sanitation grant li each
student without regard to the iesidense 01 the student.)

he hist of thew alteinatises sail he supported %HI the to gis that it would
assist those intittitiotte., whetet et !Mated, that teliese the state of pal! of its
educational burden. 'fly second can he adsocated on the grounds that it
would sidestep the incieasingls complex problem of defining residence and
would he consistent with the principle that state governments should be
primarils responsible for institutions of higher education. On grounds of
political acceptabilits , the first alternative appears preferable, but either
would meet the problem.

To induce the states to acsept either alternative. federal incentive grants
111.4 he needed. For e}ample, the federal government might supply some
percentage Ns 25 per cent) of the funds needed to finance a tuition offset
program pros ided the , ,ogram included grants to resident students attending
private institutions located in other states.

Another satiation might he for the federal government to finance a
portion of all tuition offset grants, but a larger traction for students attending
out-ot-state institutions than for those attending in-state institutions: for
e}ample, torts per cent for students going out a state and twenty per cent
for those remaining in state. In such .1 case, fedora! assistance might be
thought of as a package: no aid for one type of student without the other.

A combined state and federal solution would seem to he preferable to a
wholly federal solution in view of the fact that many states have already
taken the initiative in providing tuition grants and are beginning to assume
responsibility for the health of the private sector. The states are also in a
position to take account of tegional differences in the needs and aspirations
of the private sector. Thus a strong case can be made for continuing state
responsibility. But to achieve a truly equitable system of tuition grants,
federal partnership in funding is essential.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The amount and tspes of aid to private institutions and the students
attending them fuse saried greatly among the states, with resulting inequities
based on accidents of geographs . An equally serious problem is that state aid
to students in private colleges has usually been confined within state
boundaries. Federal legislation should be enacted to provide incentive grants
to the states to encourage them to oscrcome geographic inequities by giving
adequate aid to private colleges and by making provision for students who
attend out-of-state institutions. The federal program should be livable
enough to permit the states to act in accordance with their traditions,
constitutional restraints and local conditions.

tff the first aftetnatite were selected. federal legislation should define residence in
order to .tchiew ..onsisten among the states.



Modifying Present Federal
Student Aid Programs

Federal student aid includes primarily the following four programs:
(II Bask Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOGs), (2) Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants (SEOGs), (3) work-study grants and (4) various
loan programs. The BEOGs are considered the basic grants ar.d are

administered direct's' by the federal government. The other programs are
supplementary and are campus -based for purposes of administration.

As an alternative or as an addition to the tuition offset grants proposed in
Chapter 5, present federal student aid programs might be modified so that
they would partially bridge the gap between public and private tuitions.

While federal student aid programs have been helpful, and we are grateful
for them, they do not adequately meet the needs of students attending
private colleges. The long-standing campus-based programs, such as SEOG and
work-study are well designed for the private sector, but both have been
underfinanced. The Education Amendments of 1972 expanded considerably
the pool of students eligible under these programs without a omparable
increase in funding. The result has been an actual decrease in the amount of
money available per student. The funding of existing campus -based student
aid should be substantially increased.

So long, however, as funding of those programs remains at its present low
level, the private sector must depend at least in part on the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOGs). But the BEOGs offer limited
assistance to students in private institutions because, under this program too,
payments are too low. The maximum annual amount allowable under the law
is S1400. In fact, because of inadequate funding, the actual ceiling was set by
the US. Office of Education at $452 for 1973-74 and $ 050 for 1974-75.
Whether one considers the legal or the actual limit, it is obvious that the
grants will go further in financing a student's education at public institutions,
where the tuition is commonly 5300 to $800 than at private institutions with
tuitions of $1500 to $3000.

Under BEOG payment schedules for 197475, for example, the student
with maximum grant eligibility would have about $3000 of unmet need if he
attended the average private four-year institution as against $1000 of unmet
need if he attended the average public four-year institution. The difference of

2T
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$20U0 .1 year is important to the student, especially over a period of tour
years. Further, it a private institution seeks to overcome the differential, it
must find an additional $2000 of student aid each year the student is
enrolled.

1 he problem is esac.eihated hs the tact that tittle or no aid is available to
families with incomes abuse s90041. daily such families need considerable aid
if their children are to attend private institutions. Private colleges and
universities have traditionally supplied large amounts of financial aid from
their operating funds so that stuc'ients drawn from low- and middle-income
families may have an opportunity to attend the same institutions as those
who can afford the requisite fees. As Table 9 demonstrates, private
institutions have sought to meet their social responsibilities by maintaining an
open door for the education of all students, but these efforts have required
great financial sacrifice on the part of the institutions.

Federal BEOGs should be modified to meet the needs of students in
private institutions. One way would be simply to add an extra allowance for
private tuition which would have the effect of partially offsetting the tuition
gap. Another way would be to provide a special cost-of-education supplement
to the institution for students qualifying for aid and attending private
institutions.t Still a third way might separate student aid into distinct tuition
and "other expenses" components as was done in the eminently successful Gl
Bill of 1944.

Private institutions are also at a disadvantage in federal student aid
programs related to Viet Nam veterans, Social Security, and ROTC. These
programs, unlike the 1944 Gl Bill, make little or no allowance for recipients
who wish to attend private institutions. A given allowance obviously goes
further in low-tuition public institutions than in high-tuition private
institutions. As a result, most students under these programs have been
effectively excluded from the private sector.

What is needed in these federal programs is some form of payment to
compensate in part for the heavy subsidization of public tuitions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Federal programs of student aid are not well suited to the needs of private
institutions and their students. The programs do not provide realistic amounts
of money to help students meet the costs of attending private colleges and
universities. The conditions are often too restrictive or the programs are
underfunded. Federal BEOGs should be modified, for example, by adding an
extra allowance to students for private tuition or a special cost-of-education
supplement for private institutions. The funding of all federal student aid
programs should be increased to provide a realistic number and amount of
grants.

State programs of student aid could also include similar differential provisions for
assistance to students in private institutions.

2S
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8

Statewide Planning

A serious problem for many private institutions has been the competition
of newly established state institutions or branch campuses. Whereas a private
college or university may formerly have been preeminent in its area, now it
may forced to compete with a new campus of a slaw university, a new state
college or a new community college. There can he no just cause of complaint
if the establishment of the new institution has resulted from careful and
obiective study of the over-all educational needs of the area and of the
resources at .tilable to meet them. But in the establishment of new campuses
there ha.. on the whole been little consultation on the part of public agencies
with affected private institutions and little effort to fit them into a
comprehensive and coherent sy ste.m.1 he problem may be water over the dam
in those states that have already completed their great surge of public
institution building. But in other states, where the establishment of new
public institutions got a late start, the process of building new public colleges
continues to present an often gratuitous though never inexpensive threat to
private institutions.

But the building of new public campuses is not the only problem.
Duplicative programs are often initiated by public institutions, and tacitly or
formally approved by state planning agencies, without adequate consideration
of the consequences for private institutions.

It flas become increasingly evident that the time for unbridled competition
and inadequately planned expansion in higher education has long since
passed. The Education Amendments of 1972 authorised the creation of
statewide planning agencies, which have since come to he known as "1202
Commissions." The legislation mandates the participation on such commis-
sions of representatives of both the public and the private sectors of higher
education as well as the general public. As of July 1974, 48 states had
established 1202 Commissions or designated existing bodies L., perform their
function of statewide planning. Obviously. the legislation ic not binding on
independent colleges and universities but it is vital to their welfare that they
participate fully in the planning process.

There are many imaginative ways in which a state can utilize effectively
the resources of the private sector. For example, in Illinois two or more

21



titivate college's Me ploViditig, under contractual arrangement, educational
services in the arts and %cient, lot total ciimmunity colleges. 1 he provision
of student grants, as dl,)01i/Vd elNwlictc in this report, can encourage
enrollment in independent tolleges at substantial savings to the taNpayer.
Private universities in .1 number 4 )t states miessinal training in
dentistry and medit int, under eonttatIs with those states. In several states
titivate colleges are paid tot % ices rendered to the citi/ens of the states.

The twards of hiss of autonomy and submission to state regulation are
tecogniied, but a balance can he achieved which will assure the essential
independence of private institutions, yet will permit their participation in
rational planning to the general benefit of both public and private higher
education and the society they serve.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A rational system of higher education, including both public and private
sectors. I. in only be attained by careful planning. State educational planning
agencies should take into account the presence of private institutions, consult
with them, when feasible make contracts with them for needed services, and
otherwise avoid unnecessary duplication and wasteful competition. Private
institutions should cooperate in statewide planning, but the actions of state
planning agencies should respect the essential autonomy of both public and
private institutions.

30
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9
Tax Laws and Tax Administration

Two tax issues are of concern to institutions of higher education. One
relates to the taxes they are asked to pay, the other to their ability to obtain
private gills and donations.

To varying degrees, private institutions of higher education arc granted
exemption from property taxes, sales taws and other state and local taxes in
return for their services to the public. The extent of such exemptions varies
among the several states. In recent decades a tendency to restrict the
lax exempt status of educational institutions has set in. As a matter of policy,
private colleges and universities should he exempt from property, sales and
other state and local taxes on the same basis as public institutions.I This
exemption should extend to all propert used for educational and related
purposes.

The second tax issue is tar the more important of the two. Private
giving plays a major role in financing the expenditures of private institutions
(Table 10). In the private sector, gifts not only help finance new
construction. academic innovation, research and scholarships, but arc
essential to the operation of the institutions. In the case of public
institutions, gifts and contributions provide supplemental funds for innova-
tion and enrichment of programs -funds which would not generally be
available from state appropriations. Both private and public institutions need
More private funds than they are currently receiving. Neither can afford any
diminution in this form of support.

The health and strength of private higher education is especially dependent
on philanthropy. Without substantial private giving the independence of the
private sector its independence of government and of the market cannot be
sustained.

Philanthropic giving supplies on the average about 25 per cent of the
current educational funds of private institutions of higher education (See
Tables 5 and I I). Part of this is in the form of urrent gifts applied to
operations and part is in the form of income on endowment resulting from

1 Vo4untary contributions for public sersices such as fire and police protection may
be in order, but political pressure to make such contributions should not continue to be
intensified as it has been in many jurisdictions. sp.
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past gilts. 1 he figures in t Aviv 1 I show the relative importance of
philanthropic gifts past and present in higher educational budgets.

Unfortunately, philanthropic giving to private institutions, though increas-
ing absolutely, has been declining as a percentage of total educational funds,
as shown in Table U. This relative decline must be halted and reversed if the
private .et los of higher duLdriipii k to retain its nitkpentlente and is Its
provide the diversity and leadership that is its so.ial function. But just at the
time when philanthropy is called upon for ),(ving on a larger scale, proposals
are being made to weaken the tax incentive, for giving.

Three arguments are advanced for reducing or eliminating these tax
incentives. One is that philanthropy is simply a consumer expenditure. To
give to a college or hospital is no different from buying a new automobile or
giving one's son an allowance, and no tax concession is called tor. Another
argument is that a charitable deduction under the income and estate taxes
represents the use of public money (that would otherwise be collected in
taxes) at private discretion and without appropriation by proper legislative
authority. Professor Stanley S. Surrey, who has been a leader in efforts to
broaden the base of the income tax, refers to these deductions as "tax
expenditures "2 and argues that they should be replaced by publicly
appropriated funds. A third argument sometimes advanced is that the present
system of deductions provides more benefit to those in the higher tax
brackets than to those in low- and middle-income groups and is therefore
discriminatory.

The argument for maintaining and strengthening tax incentives for
philanthropy is that private giving is on the whole meeting needs that would
otherwise have to be financed through taxes and should therefore be given
tax co ncessions.3 This view is further supported by the fact that there are
social advantages in a pluralism that allows some funds to be spent for public
purposes, such as higher education, at the discretion of individuals rather than
being gathered up and spent by government.

Private philanthropic associations have long been accepted as an appropri-
ate way of doing things in our pluralistic society. They were observed by de
Tocqueville to be a common feature of American society in the early ISOM.
The debate on the Revenue Act of 1917 made clear that the charitable
deduction reflected a desire to protect the income of philanthropic
cyganiiations and, in particular, the income of educational institutions.4

2..Pederal Income las Reforms; the Varied Approaches Necessary to Replace Tax
penditures with Direct Gmernmentai Assistance," Harvard law Review, December

1970, pp. ;52408

3f or a more detailed discussion of the 2414 issues relating to philanthropy see
Association of American Universities, Tin Reform and the Crisis of Financing Higher
1:duration, Washington. D.C.. May 1973.

4A Wa4lington Post editorial of the time stated, "This country cannot abandon or
impoverish the great structure of private charity and education that has been one of the
most notable achievements of American civilliation." The Washington Post, August 25.
1917, as quoted in 55 Congressional Record, 6728 (1917).



Congress reaffilisted the ptoptiets of the charitable deduction in 193S by
stating, "thee ciosernment is compensated tin its loss of revenue by its relief
from financial burdens which would otherwise have to be met by appropria-
tions !tom public furicis."b In 1969 Congress again endorsed the basic
principle l the charitable deduction. it increased the thirty per cent
if11)11.11iint titlItibution. to Id Is pet cent in tildet to sit engthen the
incentice tot taXpaYers' charitable contributions.°

In addition to meeting needs that would otherwise have to be financed
through taws, there are other axial advantages in a pluralism both of control
and of financing. A multiplicity of financing sources diffuses actual and
potential power and encourages diversity, individuality and individual
initiative. Terry Sanford noted that "a conscientious government is somewhat
restrained in initiating new programs."/ Society must often depend upon
private philanthropy to test new ideas for their public value. As others have
observed, the helping hand of government, even though the help is only
monetary, may turn our lively pluralistic society into deadly uniformity.°
This trend may have already surfaced in Sweden where, good as public
education is, "there are grumbles that uniformity and equality have replaced

Everything-curriculum, stalling, the quality of shoot meals -is
NCI by the Government.9

Those who propose the elimination of tax incentives for the charitable
deduction generally propose AS a substitute governmental grants or matching
grants. They assume that the system would produce about the %time level of
support for charity as the present indirect system, that it would be
constitutional, and that as .1 policy matter the new system would be
preferable to current policy .1° They tend to concede that any non-tax
substitute must assure educational institutions of support equal to "that

sHouse of Representatives, Report No. 1860, 75th Congress, 3rd Session. p. 19
(19381

6Staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, Genera/ L %planation of
the I it4 helium Act tit 1069, pp. 75, 77.78 (1970). On the other hand, the bill retained
the thins per cent limitation. with some exceptions, on gifts of appreciated property on
grounds that it was sometimes possible for the taxpayer to realire a greater after-tax
profit Iss nuking a gift of appreciated property than by selling It, paying tax on the gain
and keeping the proceeds.

77ers Sanford, the teAur) or Doing Good, Address to the 1972 Business
Professions and Trades Dinner, National Conference of Christians and Jews, Chicago,
Illinois, November 29, 1972

sludge Friendly, "The Dartmouth College Case and the Public-Private Penumbra, 12
7e% QuarfrrIt {2nd Suppkmert) 1969, p. 30

sSanford, rip. tit.

"'Association of American Universities. rep. cif. p. 13
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which the can wasnabls anticipate from the present tax espenditute
system.":

Their kindLISittli that a }%teni of governmental giants is preferable to the
present system of 1.1% tnientises for private giving rests on questionab
assumptions. As noted hs Pt4ifess, is Bit tker of the Yale l.aw School, "it
would lie difficult to des ise a formula tot Matching giants that would
produce, even in the aggregate, the same amount of revenue that charities
now owe to the has deduction, and it is almost inconceivable that this could
be dune tot particular charities or even categories of charities. "12 Moreover,
as Professor Rinker observed, then. may he insuperable constitutional
obstacles to the iticlUsiOtt of religious organisations in any grant system.' 3

As critics propose reforms, the observer 'tumid keep in mind the structure
of private giving. Colleges and universities depon.f heavily upon the large gift.
Although gifts of $5000 and over accounted for only about live per cent of
the number of transactions in 1970.71, they produced about 75 per cent of
the amount of voluntary support."

The tas provisions which help generate the large gifts arc often those
which also generate the greatest criticism and the most vocal proposals for
reform. Attacks arc being mounted on three major provisions of current tax
law:

(1) the deduction for income tax purposes of charitable contributions of
individuals and corporations,

(2) the ability to deduct the fail market value of appreciated securities
and real estate donated to charity,

(3) the unlimited estate tax deduction fur charitable gifts.

These three provisions are critical to maintaining the flow of private
contributions to institutions of higher education.15

Although large gifts are the mainstay of voluntary support to private
colleges and universities, there are great advantages to broadening the base.

II Paul R. McDaniel. **Alternative* to UtIlihation at the 1 ederal income has System
to Matt *icroal Problems," 11 &Won Conroy . and Carmen- lad Li% Re1.106.',
1970, p. 880

12Boris !Mika, "charitable 4Ontfibt111011S: rise Deductions or Matching Lrants." 28
/a% Law Review, 1972, pp. 47, 42. An esample of a proposed formula is given In
McDaniel, ail. tit., pp. 80.82 and in McDaniel -Federal Matching Grants for Charitable
Contributions: A Substitute tar the Incentive las Deduction," 27 tai Law Review,
1972. pp. 196-407 and in D. B. Wolkoff, "Proposal for a Radical Alternative to the
Charitable Deduction," 1973 ii,24:4rilit* ut Mimi* Luis Tuft"», pp. 294.306.

13134114v, up cif., pp 40-43

14 Aswytiation of A Me. i4An Universities, :pp. tit.. pp 7-8

IS 1hr arguments for and against proposed changes are discussed in Association of
American Universities, 1 in Rrt arm pp. 10-48.
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Ott 91 11 moth; this .1114tit and lift making the Id% s %Witt ovtv
has liven stiggstvit Its Alan l'iser, iesident ot the Carnegie

(C44 P11141i4 )11, Untlet fi plan, es et hmas hethei of lb 4 he itefillic%.
%1 either he gisen .t titts pet cent la\ credit for his charitable gifts or he
allowed to tile under the ;meson %stem, whit het et aild benefit him mote.
I he Pitr plan ssulet has the ellec ot gi 'mg in the
middle and loNsei brackets.

It, 4.4 e 1.f a MAUI Wining NICM of 011.010V Urn 1.04.11
4.frf% palt in the ;11410 int'f 4114 II )v*1)13406 tot puhlic purposes to

elomrs and ssitich helps to isiesei.e the initialite and institutional
integtits en colleges and unisersities. In addition to presetting the various
incentise 1411 psis cIlibutins. Lls.,rr natitinal piiiis is needed tot
philanthropic giving. einLeitainties of recent tears hate handicapped
Iundraisittg tin highei ethic UM,

CONCLUSIGNIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I ederal and state income, inheritance and estate taus should continue to
provide stiong incentises for philanthropic giving. Dew incentives should he
strengthened, tor eample, hs adopting the Pifer plan tor increasing the
eemptiens available! to loweiincermeia%pasers. PrivaL. colleges and univer-
sities should have the same ta% tAemptions as 0)11141.1We puhlit institutions,

16. liv%11.01/ing the ( fLoif.thfr Ortfth lion," Repqrt, Carnegie Corporation of
ir* York, 1472, pp. 3-1 2
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10

Fund Raising by Public Institutions

Many public institutions have long engaged in fund raising from private
donors. The practice is grossing. For example, campaign% have recently been
announced at California State University at North, idge for 410,000,0M over
ten years, at Caiilif'nia Stale I IfIViet!.it} at Fullerton lot S2- fi,tkiti,(K)t)a year,
at UCLA for 420,000,0M over five years, plu% the annual fund which art MIN
S I 5,000,000 .1 year.3 The increase in voluntary support to public institutions
over the lust decade is shown in Table I I.

It is apparent that public institutions need private funds for enriching
existing programs and for innov.ttkIn. Legislative bodies have typically
demonstrated a ielucl.ince to underwrite these two areas. They become even
more reluc.l.int to appropriate funds for enrichment and innovation
during periods of public purse-tightening. At the same time, educational
leaders of public institution% need new source% of funds to maintain
the vitality of their programs. The public institutions naturally turn
to private giving.

The increased resort to private fund raising by public colleges and
universities has implications for both the public and the private sectors.
Although some of the contributions to the public sector will r,:present
additional resources available to higher education as a whole, other
contributions may be made at the expense of private institution..

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the area of private giving as a source of support for higher education,
new relationships and understandings between the public and the private
sectors arc needed. The private institutions should acknowledge that public
colleges and universities may need private gifts for innovation and enrich-
ment; the public sector should recognise that private institutions must enlarge
their search for public funds, on both state and federal levels, in order to
maintain their ,,itaiity.

I Len .intirle. Inn's, April 14, 1974,pp. 3, 24

ST
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11

Other Measures

The task force has given primary attention to basic public policies for
private higher education. At the same time, we would call attention to several
other measures which merit support. We are not presenting complete docu-
mentation on these measures because others have already done so. But we
regard them as of great importance in a coherent program for the strengthen-
ing of the private sector.

1. A national student loan system should be created, with adequate
capital, to provide longterm loans on moderate terms. In recent years
much attention has been given to the need for a comprehensive and
practical student loan system, and an enormous literature has been
produced on technical aspects of the use of credit to finance students.
But the nation is a long way from a coherent and efficient student loan
program with workable provisions and adequate capital. Both the states
and the federal government should give high priority to repairing this
deficiency. A loan system, however, is not a substitute for tuition
grants or for other forms of student aid. Loans should be employed as a
supplemantal form of assistance for students in both private and public
institutions, not as the main source of financial aid.

2. For nearly a dacade the Congress and the executive branch of the
federal government have jointly supported a program to strengthen the
academic quality of developing institutions. This program provides
significant help to colleges serving minority students. We are encour-
aged, in the final year before the law expires, by the administration's
budget request and by an initial congresskm..' response which offers a
hope of full funding of this program for the ;rst time. For the benefit
of many small colleges and universities, this program should be
reauthorized when it expires. Special em0, sus should be applied to
that portion of the program which provides basic grants for a period of
more than one year.

3. Graduate fellowships and increased funding of research should be
provided as recommended in the 1974 report of the National Board on
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Litadtiate Cot.hittate telitaW41111.110tild he adittlited to meet
the tuitions of the pat ticulor institutions attended ht the holders of
such fellowship.

4. Although we recognise that highest priority has to be given to current
operations, sse are netertheless "are that we are entering .t Petivd l4r '"
which private institutions will hate deterred expenditures fur deprecia-
tion and maintenance and v. ill he tumble to set aside adequate funds fur
these purposes out of current revenue. We therefore recommend that
matching grants be made atonable to private institutions from federal
or state funds. for replacement, remodeling and reconstruction of
buildings and equipment. We also recommend that bonding authority,
which is available to private institutions in some states, be generally
adopted.

5. Lifelong or recurring education should be financed in ways that will
enable private institutions, along with those in the public sector, to
serve students in this growing field. Funds arc needed (1) to support
adult education programs and () for aid to adult students. So far, the
nation has not seriously addressed the problem of financing continuing
education. Programs have been financed from funds already available
for extension" or have been made to be self-supporting or even
profit making from tees. Support for students has been virtually
non-existent, though it is urgently needed if the promise of adult
education is to become a reality.. Solutions must be found that will
enable both public and private institutions to meet these educational
needs.

1National Board on Graduate Education (sponsored b% Conference Board of
Associated Research Councils!, federal Pulict Alternatives Tamara Graduate Education,
Washington. 1974
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Sie 1

Enrollment in Private Co IIeges and Universities as a
Percentage of Total Enrollment in All Institutions,

United States, 1950-1973

All

All Four-Year
Institutions Institutions

1950 50% 53%
1955 44 48
1960 41 45
1965 34 38
1970 27 32

197 3 24 30

Source: American Council on Education, A Fat !hook of Higher Education, Washington,
1971, pp. 9, 15. Refers to degree-credit students. Fouruyear institutions include those
which offer a bachelor's degree or higher.

Interpretation of data: in 1950 private Institutions of all types accounted for SO
per cent of total enrollment in all Institutions, while private 4-year institutions accounted
for 53 per cent of the enrollment in institutions which offered the bachelor's degree
or higher.
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Table 2

Private Colleges and Universities,
Number and Enrollment by Type,

1972-73

Leading research universities (awarded in
1970.71 more than 50 Ph.D.s and
received more than $10 millions in

Number of
Institutions Enrollment

federal support of academic science) 23 281,000
Other research universities (awarded in

1970-71 more than 30 Ph.D.s and
received more than $5 million in
federal support of academic science) 13 115,000

Other doctoral-granting universities 48 . 304,000

Comprehensive colleges and universities
(offer masters' degrees and have
enrollment of more than 3,500
students) 44 248,000

General baccalaureate calicos (institutions
with fewer than 3,500 students including
mainly liberal arts colleges) 719 816,000

Two-year colleges 247 131,000

Separate specialized professional schools
(including schools of medicine, other
health professions, engineering, business,
music, art and design, Iasi, teacher
training) 437 238,000

TOTAL 1,531 2.133,000

Source: Judith T. Irwin and johi D. Milieu. The Campos Resources of Higher Educotion
in the United States of America, Academy for Educational Development, Washington,
D.C., 1973, pp. 10-11. A similar table with slightly different classifications may.totqUuRct
In Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, A Clossif7eatIon of Institutions of Higher
Lducdtion, Berkeley, 1973. pp. 6-7.
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Table 3

Distribution of Private Colleges and
Universities by State, 1972

Number of Private
Institutions

Number of Private
Institutions

Alabama 21 Nebraska 14

Alaska 2 Nevada 2

Arizona 6 New Hampshire 15

Arkansas 11 New jersey 36

California 105 New Mexico 5

Colorado 11 New York 157

Connecticut 26 North Carolina 45

Delaware 4 North Dakota 3

D.C. 16 Ohio 69

Florida 29 Oklahoma 14

Georgia 32 Oregon 20

Hawaii 5 Pennsylvania 114

Idaho 3 Rhode Island 10

Illinois 89 South Carolina 25

Indiana 42 South Dakota 10

Iowa 36 Tennessee 45

Kansas 24 Texas 53

Kentucky 28 Utah 5

Louisiana 11 Vermont 14

Maine 13 Virginia 35

Maryland 24 Washington 12

Massachusetts 89 West Virginia 11

Michigan 45 Wisconsin 30

Minnesota 33 Wyoming 0

Mississippi 17 Other 13

Missouri 49
Montana 3 TOTAL 1,531

Sourix: Irwin .end Milieu, op. cit., pp. 16-19
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Table 4

Average Enrollments in Public and
Private institutions, by Type, 1972

Public Private

Leading research universities 26,400 12,234
Other research universities 16,809 8,824
Other doctoral-granting universities 13,374 6,337
Comprehensive colleges and universities 8,098 5,629
General baccalaureate colleges 2,019 1,135
Two-year colleges 3,006 531
Specialized professional schools 1,471 544
All institutions 4,851 1,393

Source: Irwin and !Willett, op. cit., p. 13

Table 5

Sources of Educational Income,
Private Institutions of Higher Education,

United States, 1929-30 to 1970-71

Tuitions
and fees

Government Endowment Current Gifts Total

1929-30 57% - 31% 12% 100%
1939-40 57 4% 25 14 100
1949.50 42 31* 13 14 100
1959-60 59 5 14 22 100
1965-66 64 9 10 17 100
1970.71 64 9 9 18 100

*GI period

Source: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education: Who Pays? Who
Benefits? Who Should Puy? McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973, pp. 22-23,136-61. Excludes
federal grants for research and public service, gifts designated for student aid, auxiliary
enterprise Income, and ether income.
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Table 6

Educational and General Expenses per Student,
in Current and Constant Dollars,

48.Priv,atc liberal Arts Colleges, 1964.73

Current
Dollars

Constant
Dollars

1964 $1,849 $1,849
1965 1,955 1,874

1966 2,049 1,870
1967 2,228 1,936

1968 2,387 1,968
1969 2,580 1,995
1970 2,835 2,048
1971 3,026 2,075
1972 3,138 2,056
1973 3,282 2,036

Source: G. R. Ws nn, At the Crossroads: A Report on the Financial Condition of Forty-
eiOtt 1 iheral Arts , University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1974. P. 23. Wynn
indicates that the rate of inflation of costs is greater in higher education than In the
economy generally.

Table 7

Average Tuition and Fees in Public and Private
Institutions and the Tuition Gap,

Selected Years, 1956-57 to 1972-73

Private Public
Dollar
Gap

Ratio

1956.57 $ 589 $173 $ 416 3.4
1961.62 906 218 688 4.2
1966-67 1,233 275 958 4.5
1971.72 (est.) 1,781 367 1,414 4.9
1972-73 (est.) 1,919 392 1,527 .4.9

Source: U.S. Office of Education, Projections of EducatIond Statistics, Washington, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1967 edition, p. 94; 1968 edition, pp. 98-9; 1970 edition,
pp. 109-10; 1971 edition, pp. 106-7
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Table 9
Percentage Distribution of Undergraduate Students
by Family Income and Institutional Type, 1972

Insdtutkmal Type/
Income Level

Research Universities:

Public
Institutions

Private
Institutions

Under $10,000 28.0% i 9.8%
$10,000 and above 72.0 80.2

Other Doctorate Granting
Institutions:

Under $10,000 33.9 32.7

$10,000 and above 66.1 67.3
Comprehensive Colleges:

Under $10,030 42.8 30.5
$10,000 and above 57.2 69.5

Liberal Arts Colleges:
Under $10,000 25.0 29.9
$10,000 and above 75.0 70.1

Two-Year Colleges:
Under $10,000 39.9 33.4
$10,000 and above 60.1 66.6

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Survey (October 1972), special
tabulations; taken from The National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education. fittanfinii Poittecondary education In the United Slam, U.S. Government
Printing Office, December 1973, p. 140

Table 10
Private Gifts and Contributions as a Percentage

of Total Institutional Expenditures,
by Institutional Category, 1970.71

(Dollar figures in millions)

Type of Institution
Private
Gifts

Institutional
Expenditures

Percentages

Major P ivate Universities $ 604.5 $ 2,961.2 20.4
Private mien's Colleges 31.4 101.0 31.1

Private Women's Colleges 56.8 225.3 25.2
Private Coed Colleges 345.1 1,453.8 23.7

Prof. & Spec. Schools 118.2 433.4 27.3
State Universities and Colleges 314.1 7,095.8 4.4
Municipal Universities and Colleges 11.6 248.8 4.7

Junior Colleges 22.2 363.3 6.1

$1,503.9 $12,882.7 11.7

Source: Data for Columns 1 and 2 from Council for Financial Aid to Education,
Voluntary, Support of Education 1970-71, pp. 62.63; percentages calculated for the
Task Force. institutional expenditures comprise "educational and general" expenditures
and student aid.
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Table 11
income from Endowment and Current Gifts as
Related to Total Educational Funds, 1970-71

(Dollar figures in millions)

Public
Institutions

Private
Institutions Total

Endowment income S 70 S 430 $ 500
Gifts applied to current ependitures 330 830 1,160
Total of endowment income and

current gilts 400 1,260 1,660
Total educational funds 11,076 4,983 16,059
Endowment income and current gilts as

percentage of total educational
funds 3.6% 25.3% 10.3%

Source: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education: Who P41,0 Who
Benefits.' Who Should P MGraw-Hill, New York, 1973, pp. 22-23

Table 12
Endowment Income and Current Gifts as Percentage of

Total Educational Funds, Private Institutions, 1929.1970
(Dollar figures in millions)

Endowment
income

Gifts
andied to

current
expenditures

Total of
endowment
income and
current gifts

Total
educa-
tkmal
funds

Endowment
income and

current
gifts as

percentsge
of total

educational
fun&

1929.30 $ 62.3 S 23.4 $ 85.7 S 204.5 42%
1939-40 64.6 35.3 99.9 256.1 39
1949-50 873 99.3 186.8 719.0 26
1951.52 100.8 123.6 224.4 724.9 31
1953.54 112.8 152.7 265.5 771.4 34

1955-56 128.8 197.1 325.9 950.0 34
1957.58 165.8 256.2 422.0 1,211.7 35
1959.60 187.0 297.7 484.7 1,500.7 32
1961.62 209.7 352.3 562.0 1,919.4 29
1963.64 238.8 437.7 6763 2,393.9 28

1965.66 288.3 491.4 779.7 3,147.5 25
1967.68 328.2 633.7 961.9 3,795.5 24
1969-70 400.0 700.0 1,100.0 4,565.0 24
1970-71 430.0 830.0 1,260.0 4,983.0 25
Source: Ibid., pp. 22, 136-61
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Table 13

Voluntary Support to Public institutions
of Higher Education, 1962.72

Voluntary support to public
Amount institutions as a percentage

(in millions) of voluntary support to all
of higher education

1962.63 .5145 15.8'
1964-65 195 15.7
1965.66 243 19.8
1966-67 244 19.2
1967-68 242 17.6
1968.69 270 183
1969-70 292 19.8
1970.71 326 21.6
1971-72 356 21.6
1972-73 383 21.9

Sourcr: Loutun for 1 inamia1 Aid to f duration, t /mortars Nuppeor rrt t dugation
1971-72. New York. 1973. p. 66 and 1972-73 edition, 1974, p. 65
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Appendix A
A REVIEW OF COMMENTS ON PRIVATE COLLEGES IN

RECENT REPORTS ON FINANCING HIGHER EDUCATION

Howard R. Bowen

In the past year or two, four major documents on the financing of higher
education have been prepared and published by distinguished citizen groups.
These groups MC: the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, the
Committee for Economic Development, the National Commission on the
Financing of Postsecondary Education, and the Special Task Force to the
Secretary of HEW.' Each of these groups, in one way or another, expressed
views about the importance of the private sector of higher education and the
need to make provision for sustaining and strengthening that sector. In
general, all indicated appreciation of the contributions made to the nation by
private institutions, all were concerned about the future strength and health
of the private sector, and all made relevant recommendations. However, each
of the documents was primarily concerned with other matters, and views on
private higher education did not come through strongly. The purpose of this
appendix is to summarize the views expressed in the several documents.

I. Carnegie Commission

The Carnegie Commission stated its basic position on the private sector as
follows (p.1 I 31:

Perhaps the most perplexing problem facing higher education today is the
diminishing capacity of private institutions to survive in the face of the wide
tuition gap at the undergraduate level and a marked slowing down in the rate
of growth of college enrollments. We believe it is essential for the health of
our total educational system that the great majority of private colleges and

universities are not permitted to decline in quality. Enrolling about
one-fourth of all students in the country, they provide diverse educational
options for students, and they perform a valuable role in quality education,
curricular reform and innovation, teaching methods, and research. They also

play an exceedingly valuable role in professional and graduate education and

research.
The commission then made the following recommendations (pp. 113-17,

127):
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1. Since private higher education confers social benefits, it should not he
toreckk.d from receiving public aid. Subsidies to private institutions
may he a less covilv means of widening access to higher education than
expanding the public sector.

1..4.140 ovvrrunctu, should take into aicisunt the need to-preserve and
strengthen the private sector when setting policies on tuitions and on
programs of public ittqiitiiit)11%. i he two sectors should be complenseis-
tar and mutually stink's cing.

3. While accountability goes with acceptance of public funds, accountabil-
ity need not imply control or uniformity.

4. The Basic Opportunity Grants program should be fully funded and
liberaliied, thus making them more useful in both the public and
private sectors.

5. The trend toward a steadily widening gap between public and private
tuitions should be reversed by the states. The techniques *Ovid be
moderate rise in public tuitions, direct or indirect support to private
institutions, or a combination of the two. Subsidies to private
institutions should narrow but not eliminate the tuition gap. Students
in private institutions and their parents should meet about one-third of
total institutional costs for education.

6. Federal support of graduate education and research should be stabilized
and gradually increased so that graduate study and research would nut
siphon funds from undergraduate education.

7. An adequate long-term loan program to serve as a supplemental form of
student aid should be created.

The commission then pointed out that many states arc experimenting with
various schemes for providing public support to private institutions. They
noted that conditions vary in different parts of the country and that variation
among financial plans is to be expected. However, they expressed a
preference for grants-in-aid to students based on a means test and with
amounts higher for those attending private institutions than for those
attending public institutions.

'n a recent supplemental report2 the commission reiterated its concern
about the widening tuition gap: "Are private institutions under competitive
pressure from public institutions? The answer is in the affirmative, but the
situation varies greatly from category to category and from institution to
Institution. The institutions under the greatest pressure are the 'comprehen
iive colleges and universities' and the 'liberal arts colleges II' (less selective
liberal arts colleges). The private two year institutions are also under
substantial pressure. The competitive disadvantage in attracting students is
greatest for private institutions when the (tuition) ratio is largest." To meet
the problem, the commission repeated its suggestions "for narrowing the
public-private gap: first, and most important, state support should be made
available to private institutions; second, the rate of rise of private tuitions
that marked the 196th should be stowed down; third, there should be a
'modest and gradual' rise of public tuition on the average."3
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II. Committee Ica Lconomic Deselopment

The (11) tepott sass little diteols about pin ate institutions but a 'twat
deal Is% implication. 1 he tt.11116:1 .'t iiit Wait te4aaetnile that the institutional

e of Amel ican higher s-dituat ion has evolved met time. This sit uctute
ma% not be ref leo inn it is whit we 11.11C to %%01 k with tot the foresee.thle
haute tit. 711. %lid of the wittlusfe plagmaticall} that "Qualified
institution, Min tit e'xiste'nce' must he adeiluatek funded it individual
students ate fit ieceite the educational opportunities ... thes should have
and it the needed social gains ttom piglet education are to be real-
lied... . There are important differences between public and prisate institu-
tions, and funding hs public mono should tespect those differences.... It is
appropriate that public colleges and universities receive a larger percentage of
their income trom tax monies than prisate institutions. %toteover, govern-
ment grants to prisate institutions should take account of the income
available to those institutions from private sources."

The CEO iepott places strong emphasis on %oil:Mall support of higher
education t pp. 74-51 and urgentis recommends that existing tax incentives
for soluntat s support be maintained and expanded. The} vas : "We have
concluded that the flow of private support is essential to the diversity,
strength. and italits of the nation's colleges and universities." The major
recommendation in the wort is that tuitions in public institutions be
increased hi fists per cent of instructional costs (defined to include a
reasonable allowance for replacement of facilities). This recommendation is
dearlv intended to strengthen the private sector narrowing the private-
public tuition gap. A companion proposal is: "that federal funding ... be
primarils through grants and loans to indiv!dual students in accordance with
their abilits to pay ... and that funding patterns of state governments place
mote emphasis on grants and loans according to the same criterion" (p. 24).

Other recommendations of the Ct.D report are as follows:

I. That the federal gosernment seek to achieve greater equality of
educational opportunits among the states;

2. That grants to students be accompanied by costof-education allow-
ances to institutions;

3. That the student loan ss stem be expanded as a supplemental form of
student finance;

4. That state and local gas ernments contract with private institutions for
educational services when public facilities are not adequate, and in this
was put to use underutilized private facilities.

III. National Commission
0,

The report of the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary
Education was primarils analytical and it made few substantive recommenda-
tions. lioweser, trans parts of the report speak to the special attributes,
problems or needs of private higher education. For example, in identifying

62
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the objectives fin pinisecondary education, considerable emphasis was placed
Oil student choice, student opportunity, institutional diversity, institutional
excellence and institutional independence. The private sector is clearly
relevant to the attainment of these objectives. And in assessing the
achievement of these objectives. the role of the private sector was repeatedly
considered.

In analyzing financial distress among colleges and universities, the
commission reported (p. 209) that "the much-publicized tuition gap"
between nublic and private colleges is real. They concluded that "the effort
to reduce the tuition differential through institutionallyfinanced student aid
has created a fundamental imbalance that, in view of current enrollment
forecasts, threatens the financial viability of many private institutions. Most
private institutions are now offering larger price discounts than they can
continue to afford ..."

On the other hand, the National Commission reported (p. 193):

In short, there has been a substantial number of reports issued during
the past six years dealing directly or indirectly with the question of
financial distress among collegiate institutions. Those who have studied
the matter we far from unanimous, however, about the seriousness of
the problem and the necessity for governmental intervention. Of special
significance is the fact that the literature provides clear evidence that
there is no agreement on a uniform definition regarding the nature of
financial distress among postsecondary institutions, nor are there
generally accepted standards or uniform criteria to ascertain its
existence 4.sr extent. Thus, a careful review of these studies yields no
clear understanding of the extent of financ?2/ distress or of its
implications for pubik polky.

The commission went on to recommend that a systematic and coherent
effort be made to &ether information periodically on the condition of
institutions of higher education.

IV. Special Task Force to the Secretary of Health, Education and Waif

This document, known as the Newman Report, is not directed specifically
toward private higher education or toward the financing of higher education,
but it contains many relevant implications.

The task force emphasized the importance of institutional diversity and
recommended that greater variety should be encouraged. In this connection
they stated (p. 48): " . it is desirable to preserve the conditions under
which a healthy and effective private sector of postsecondary education can
continue. The issue is not whether private higher education is more effective
or more diverse than public. The combination of public and private is more

14
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effective and mine diverse than public alone. More important than ever is the
point that the relative independence of some institutions helps insure the
vitality and freedom of all." 1 hey also (pp. 59-60) cited with alarm statistics
on the declining percentage of students in the private sector since 1950, and
the fact that Vmx. private colleges are disappearing or going public.

the task force strongly reconunended a federal policy for higher education
to promote healthy competition among institutions, the competition to he
principally a rivalry in attracting students. They stated (p. 1161: " ... the
Federal government should choose forms of assistance which maximize the
incentives for institutions to compete for students and minimize the risks of
deliberate or inadvertent federal intrusion into institutional opera-
tions.... the question 'Who gets what?' should he determined by student
choice rather than legislative formulas or administrative decisions; therefore,
we recommend that, wherever feasible, federal support for postsecondary
education How to students rather than to institutions." And continuing in
this vein, they concluded (p. 122) that: "The existence of public and private
institutions, competing for students on the basis of the effectiveness of their
educational programs, improves the whole of post-secondary education. To
preserve the conditions necessary for this competition to continue, the
Federal government should give priority to strategies of post-secondary
finance, particularly revision of its programs of student aid, which would
narrow the tuition differential between public and private institutions
without compromising the autonomy or independence of either. The vitality
of both public and private campuses, their ability to differentiate themselves
and the possibilities for creation of new educational enterprises are
importantly affected by funds from private donors and foundations. In the
re-examination of federal tax policies care should be taken to enhance this
flow of funds and encourage a broader participation of the public in
education philanthropy."

V. Conclusions

The tour major documents on higher education that have been produced
by distinguished groups in the past ye.ir or two are clearly supportive, in their
general thrust, of the philosophy recommendations of the present
report. They acknowledge the importance to the nation of preserving and
strengthening the private sector; they recognize that the private sector is
vulnerable to serious weakening or even extinction unless rescued by
appropriate public policies, and they identify the tuition gap as the significant
problem. They advocate or suggest tuition offsets, grants to private
institutions, more generous student aid, and strengthening of !ncentives for
philanthropic giving as practicable solutions. These recommendations arc not
fully developed in the four documents and are not precisely the same as those
in the present report. But the implications of the four documents for the
private sector of higher education are quite congruent with those of the
present report.

1
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1Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education: Who Pays? Who
Benefits? Who Should Pay? (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, June 1973);
Committee for Economic Development, The Management and Financing of Colleges
(New York: CEO, October 1973); National Commission an the Financing of Post-
secondary Education, Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974); Special Task Force to the Secre-
tary of HEW, National Policy and Higher Education [Newman Report) (Washington:
Department of HEW, October 1973)

2 Tuition: A Supplemental Statement to the Report of the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education on "Who Pays? Who Benefits? Who Should Fuy?"1974, p. 33
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Appendix B
IMPLICATIONS OF

EIGHTEEN-YEAR-OLD MAJORITY

David I. Hanson'

I. Introduction
This appendix is a summary of the tentative conclusions reached as part of

a research study conducted at the University of Wisconsin-Madison by the
authcr under a contract with the Association of AmericanColleges supported
by a grant from the Arthur Vining Davis Foundations. Financial assistance

was also provided by Lilly Endowment, Inc. through the National Council of
Independent Colleges .,nd Universities. The complete study will go beyond

the issues dealt wi ::e, both in scope and in detail. The extensive

footnotes and refer available in the final paper have been reduced to a
minimum in th; The results of the study will be published in
monograph forr ,he fall of 1974 by the Association of American Colleges.

This paper is men for the layman. The conclusions which it reaches are
generalized and tentative. The material contained in the paper is no substitute
for careful legal advice based on specific fact situations. The conclusions are
the sole responsibility of the author, who is fully cognizant of the lack of
predictive value of many of the cases cited herein.

Administrators, faculty and commentators on higher education predicted
substantial legal and sociological impact on higher education as a result of the
1972 ratification of the 26th Amendment to the United States Constitution,
granting eighteenyear-olds the right to vote, and resultant action in over
forty states legislatures to reduce the age of majority under state law. The
legal concept of majority means ". the age at which, by law, a person is
entitled to the management of his own affairs and to the enjoyment of civil
rights. The opposite of minority."2 "Majority," however, is not a definitive
concept. Majority depends on state law and, even within a state, majority
may differ for such legal rights as obtaining a driver's license, purchasing
alcoholic beverages, marriage without parental consent, signing binding
contracts, etc. A patchwork treatment of majority for different purposes is
characteristic of most states.3 Interstate differences abound.4 In general,
however, states have reduced their age of majority from the most common
age of 21 to 18 for most purposes.
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I he major itnplic at ions foleast for higher education were financials The
issues were these:

I. Could institutions of higher education, consistently with the constitu-
tional guarantees of due process and equal protection, continue to
measuie a student's needs for financial aid by reference to the assets of
the parents when the student was independent as a matter of state law?

2. Could public institutions of higher education continue to classify a
more mobile adult population as non-residents for tuition purposes?

3. Could public and private institutions continue to require adults to live
in un-campus housing, and thus differentiate between various classes of
adults, consistently with the constitutional guarantees of equal protec-
tion and due process?

Each of these issues has J direct I: ...cial effect on individual colleges and
universities and on the choices to be made in dealing with issues of financing
policy at the state and national level. However, for the reasons suggested
below, it may be that while the practical effects of a reduced age of majority
are substantial the legal effects are minimal.

II. Dependency and the Family Unit

Recently proposed guidelines for the Supplementary Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants program provide the following test for a "self-supporting" or
"independent" student:

(r) "Self - Supporting or Independent Student" means a student who:
( I) Has not and will not he claimed as an exemption for Federal

Income Tax purposes by any person except his or her spouse for the
calendar year(s) in which aid is received and the calendar year prior to
the academic year for which aid is requested.

(2) Has not received and will not receive financial assistance of more
than S600 from his or her parents) in the calendar year(%) in which aid
is received and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which
aid is requested, and

(3) Has not lived or will not live for more than 2 consecutive weeks
in the home of a parent during the calendar year in which aid is

received and .the calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid
is requested!'

This regulation continues the traditional method of separating the indepen-
dent student from the dependent student on the basis of a pattern of past
support and is, in some respects, more stringent than the guidelines for the
National Direct Student Loan Program.?

The underlying rationale for this and similar guidelines at the federal, state
and institutional level, while never clearly articulated, seems to be a
determination that, as among the various resource bases for financing an
individual student's education, the income and Assets of the family unit
should be exhausted before limited governmental resources are made
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available. From the student's standpoint, the major problem with such a rule
is that it does not recognize his or her status as an adult, it does not
necessarily reflect actual parental contributions in the current year, and it
presumes a family relationship which may not exist.

To date there has been no litigation on the issues raised by the type of
rules exemplified in the regulations cited above. It is important to put the
regulations in context. The regulations only determine if family resources will
be examined to determine need. They do not address the question of ability
to contribute. The determination of need is made by means of a "needs
analysis." The regulations really test "parental willingness" as opposed to
"ability" to contribute. In effect, the regulations embody a social policy in
favor of apportioning limited amLints of financial aid on a priority basis to
those persons who are willing to provide strong evidence that they really are
independent or who are willing to have family resources factored into a
determination of need.

Neither present nor proposed regulations make distinctions on the basis of
age. Thus it is not only theoretically but actually possible to have a 35-year-
old dependent student and a 17-year-old independent student. To this extent
the reduced age of maiori.y has no real bearing so far as the legal case is
concerned. The regulations were as vulnerable to attack by a 22-year-old
dependent student as they are now by the dependent 19-year-old student.
The practical effect, however, is to increase geometrically the level of
discontent, since most of the need-based federal and state programs are
administered for undergraduates.

There arc two potential levels of legal attack. The first attacks the over-all
design of the regulations. The second raises questions about the specific tests
imposed by the regulations. in each case both due process and equal
protection claims might be advanced against the regulations.

Equal Protection. If a statute, regulation or rule is under attack on equal
protection grounds, two types of analysis might apply. The traditional equal
protection analysis erects a presumption of constitutionality and requires
only that there be some rational connection between the distinctions drawn
and the purpose of the regulation. The second type of analysis is more
stringent. Where the distinctions under attack involve "suspect classifica-
tions" or "fundamental interests" the classification scheme adopted will be
sobject to strict scrutiny. At this time "suspect" criteria include race. alienage
(or national origin) and religion. Some members of the United States
Supreme Court have implied that poverty (or wealth) and sex may also he
suspect classifications. Fundamental interests recognized by the UnitedStates
Supreme Court include the rights to vote, privacy, access to court, and free
.peech and association.

The particular regulations under consideration do not appear to erect
distinctions involving either "suspect criteria" or "fundamental intertit." The
real distinction appears to be on the basis of wealth or at least past
contributions. It would also appear that the effect of the distinction on
education does not implicate a fundamental interest. In the recent case of San
Antonio School District v. Rodriguez,8 the United States Supreme Court
undertook to review the effects of the Texas school financing statutes as they
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related to equality of educational opportunity. The Court in effect concludec
that beyond some undet;ned basic level of opportunity, differences in
expenditures per pupil do not violate the equal protection clause. Put another
way, the right to an equal educational opportunity beyond the level of
adequacy is not a "fundamental interest." Since the Rodriguez case involved
elementary and secondary school students, it would seem that, a tort/ Uri,
access to financial aid to pursue a higher education would not be a
"fundamental interest." However, in some circumstances the regulations may
arguably create a significant educational barrier requiring some individuals to
postpone their education one or more years in order to qualify for aid as an
independent student.9 The possibility may be sufficiently intriguing to
generate a test of the regulations on the theory that the denial of educational
opportunity effected by the regulations rises to the level of a "fundamental
interest."

Most likely, however, the equal protection arguments leveled at the
regulations will be combined with one or more due process arguments, with
due process as the main avenue of attack.

Due Process. The due process and equal protection analyses overlap to the
extent that some discrimination may be violative of due process. The main
thrust of a due process attack is suggested by a number of recent welfare
uses and one higher education case dealing with so-called irrebuttable
presumptions.1° In these cases the United States Supreme Court has made it
clear that the due process clause is antithetical to permanent irrebuttabie
presumptions which operate in a manner unrelated to fact and do not further
the legislative aim.

First, a generalized attack on the regulations is possible under the line of
irrebuttable presumption cases. An irrebuttable presumption is arguably
created in the basic assumption that if a parent makes some contributions to
the education of his/her offspring this willingness or ability continues into the
next year and perhaps beyond." Put another way, the system presumes
future support from the fact of present support. That presumption appears to
be irrebuttable.12

Arguably, there is no rational connection between parental support in one
period of time and parental support fur the future. Again, however, it is well
to keep in mind that the regulations are really a threshold test. Ability to
contribute is analyzed only after a pattern of prior support is shown. More-
over. such a presumption has historical foundations and, in a period of
limited financial aids, is probably good social policy. The effect of the lack of
financial aid for the dependent student from a high-income family probably
operates to strengthen the ties of dependence. The safest prediction in a
generul sense may be that something like the present system is sufficiently
rational to withstand attack. Also, the more flexibility that is built into the
system, allowing students and their parents an opportunity to demonstrate
that the test for "independence" and the standard "needs analysis" do not fit
their situation, the less vulnerable the system is to attack.

This is not to say that specific features of the present system are not
subject to due process attack. While the over-all objectives of the program
may be constitutional, particular features of the present program, and
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particularly the new SLOG program regulations, are troublesome. It would
appear that the over-all intent of the regulations is to provide a filtering
device to promote an apportionment of limited resources to the most needy.
The goal is served if those most in need have first claim on the available
resources.

The regulations require that the student not be taken "as an exemption for
Federal Income Tax purposes ... for the calendar year in which aid is
received and the calendar year prior to the academic year for which aid is
requested." in effect, the claim as an exemption is a certification by the
parent or family that the student received more than one half of his/her
support from the claimant. The exemption test, as well as the $600 of
support test in the next section of the proposed regulations, thus make sense
insofar as they apply to the year in which aid is requested. But what about
the prior year feature? This section of the regulations operates to create an
irrebuttable presumption that the student has a future claim on family
resources within the confines of the needs analysis. This presumption is

arguably contrary to fact, particularly where the parent may have improperly
claimed the exemption, or, although providing support in the past, now flatly
refuses to provide any more. Similarly, the two consecutive weeks provision
in the SEOG regulations might be challenged as unrelated to likely parental
contribution.

This type of infirmity in the present regulations might be addressed in
two ways. First, the regulations could remain intact with the strong
probability of court challenge. If such a challenge were made the regulations
might be defended as reasonab'e and related to fact. Moreover, flexibility
could be provided by judicious use of available administrative flexibility to
test the actual potential for support in particular cases to avoid hardship. A
student could argue that higher education does have reasonable alternative
means available to determine whether parental resources will in fact be
available to students. Whether alternatives such as affidavits, hearings, forms
or different regulations would adequately cope with the need to apportion
scarce resources is subject to serious question. Moreover, the presumptions
operate in an area qualitatively different from the welfare cases in which the
"irrebuttable presumption" label has been fatal13 The presumption here is
not permanent and may be overcome--or avoidedby judicious planning or
postponement of entry into the educational system. in any event, the
arguments are sufficiently intriguing to encourage litigation with some
likelihood of success.

A second approach would be to preserve the over-all design of the
regulations but remove some of the questionable features and build in more
administrative flexibilityallowing a student to demonstrate in a specific case
that the operation of the regulations, while generally appropriate, does not
accord with the facts of his/her particular case. Unfortunately, the over-all
policy goal of the regulationsto maximize the impact of governmental
resources on those who are truly without other resources to look toargues
for easily administered, objective standards. The resolution of these issues is a
difficult policy question with fat-teaching implications so long as available
governmental aid remains far below actual need.
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III. Public Iollege and tlttiivrisity I union
I tic pi JO ILA effect of ai teducect age of maiin dy on the collection of

non-i (*.Went tuition is immediate and Idr-reaching. Most state umuthill or
,Litwin% law presumes the iesidence of a mini)r to hi' with his/her !went+.
horny lit71 the bulk of the students in nullfic higher education weft' under
21 up to and including at least a part o. the year next preceding their senior
yeal. It n Lit easief to detelliline where a student's n.fleilts lived than it is
to MIN' (100111111e where friday'. student reside,. A reduced age of majority
challgyd the system in that all students over eighteen may now establish
residence in their own right.

I he magnitude of nonresident tuition payments as a fesource tor public
higher education has been well documented by Robert %I. Carbone.14 he
impact on pilule higher education is also considerable. If residence harriers
are lowered, it would make private higher education relatively less attractive
in an economic sense when compared to attendance at a public institution at
resident rates. On the other hand, to the extent that various state loan
programs discriminate between residence and non-residence, an easing of the
esidelke recltritentent could result in more dollars hying available to students

at private institutions.

nufahona/ Resiiteme Requirements. The law now seems settled that
durational residence requitement, 01 up to one year prior to eligibility for
resident status are permissible. The United States Supreme Own has affirmed
without opinion two lower court cases squarely raising the issue,' the most
recent of these Cases, Stings t'. Slate rte Washington" raised challenges 10
Washington's one year durational requirement on the grounds of equal
protection, due process and violation of a right to travel. [he lower court in
Sturgis had relied heavily on the United States Supreme Court opinion in Sim
Antonio Independent Sihoul District e. Rodriguei and specifically held that a
person is not emitted to a higher education as a matter of right. The lower
court adopted a traditional equal protection test and concluded that there
was a rational, reasonable and relevant distinction between the dif ferentiated
classes.

The Supreme Court also recently took the opportunity in Vlundis v.
Kline',' to review its prior decisions. In a footnote the Court expressly
approved of the decision in the Starnes case which upheld Minnesota's one
year durational residence requirement. The Court also discussed with
approval the actions of the Connecticut Attorney General in attempting to
esublith reasonable residence criteria.18 The Court's apparent view that
immediate access by citliens of one ,tale to institutions of higher education
in another state is not .1 "fundamental interest" seems to provide assurance
that a reasonable, well administered non-resident tuition program (and by
implication a "residents only" student aid program) will be constitutional.

Irrehuttghle Presumptions. In operating a resident-nonresident classifi-
cation scheme a state may not impose irrehuttable presumptions. In the Kline
Case the United States Supreme Court struck down a Connecticut statute
which had, in part, provided that a student would he permanently classified
as a non-resident student if his or her "legal address for any part of the one
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year period iffucdiate4 pilot to his application for admission ... was
outside of Connecticut."'" I he Court characterired these classifications as
"permanent and irrebuttable" and consequently A violation of due process.

C. Condusion. Taken together, Rodriguez and Kline virtually guarantee
that states will he able to continue to charge differential rates for residents

and non-residents and administer -residents only" programs of student

assistance. However, the due process and equal protection clauses will provide
avenues to ensure even-handed and consistent administration of objective
standards of residency. Specific cases are likely to raise questions about the
procedures followed in making such determinations. Since the great dollar
differentials between resident and non-resident rates or benefits will probably
continue, appeal to the courts for relief in particular cases is likely.

IV. Required Dormitory Residence

Virtually every thoughtful commentator, and even Time magarine, has
expressed concern that a reduced age of majority marks the end of residence

halls as self-supporting enterprises. The concern is well founded, and a
number of recent cases, albeit all federal district court decisions, appear to

sharply restrict the ability of public institutions to enforce on-campus
residence rules. Commonly, institutions have required students to live in
dormitories for various periods of their academic careers. While the
regulations differ from campus to campus and state to state, some common
rules require all freshmen, all persons under 21, all women under age 21, or
other classes to reside in the dorms.

Students who are now adult at 18 or 19 do not like to be told where to
live. If college rules formerly set 21 as the cut-off, a reduction in the age of
majority and new-found adult status seeks recognition in relaxed parietal
rules. Academic administrators, regents or trustees, and other officials have
not always been consistent as to why we have dormitories on the one hand
(low cost, convenient, and acceptable housing) and why we have particular
regulations on the other (to fill those dorms and pay off the bonded
indebtedness). Do the dormitories have educational value; if so, how much?
The answer to the first part of the question is yes. The answer to the second

part is unclear.

A. Due Process and Equal Protection. A review of the cases in detail is
beyond the scope of this summary. One Louisiana case struck down state
regulations requiring women under the age of 21 to reside in dormitories, on
the ground that the sole reason for the regulations was economic and that the
placing of the financial burden on one group of students (residents) as

opposed to the remainder violated equal protection.2° A later Louisiana case
upheld regulations requiring dormitory residence until age 21 (with numerous
exceptions) on the basis of the "educational value" claim asserted by the
institution which was uncontroverted on the record.21 The most recent
Louisiana decision struck down Louisiana rules with an age cutoff at 23.22 In
the course of that decision the Court made the following observations:
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Mew %41. tut t fit '4 I lesthuic suppoi ling the tontentirmi that requiring
a student mho is _'l veal. 014I 01 older to live tut 4amptis in a doilltitory
scas feasonahly related to the educathmal plocess. teflailtly Iltere u411

no 'Thiene e presented 10 support the requirement that returnina
militav veterans IsvMa its darmit0ries is reasoitably related 10 the
edmaluinal / }r044.5'. I tr the twitialy. vh.° scilnotes url Mhill ut
plainlitts stated that requiring a studeni In this advanced aqe, and
otherwise having tull Awl status, 10 live in campus dormitories was not
reasonably related to the' university edlicational process and further
'Wahl prove detritni.lital in tarns of alienation and development of
characteristics of ',nitwits. by "being on their owl." While the "living
gind teaming- concept per se is not challowd, the implementation of
that iviiteht al Southeastern, insofar as it requires students of full legal
maim its And returning military veterans to live on campus, is found not
to he leasonahls related to the educational process. (emphasis added" 3

it is worth noting that this most recent ease was decided before changes in
Louisiana law reduced the age of maiorits to eighteen. The result in a future
case might he affected by that tact.

At least stint.' case has hinted that financial reasons may suffice as a basis for
the regulations. In Poynter Dreyd417124 the court found "... nothing
sinister in the interest of a state-supported university in insuring its manda-
ton, obligation to honor its bonded indebtedness. That too is a legitimate
end."25 The case, however, is limited in its applicability by the admission of
the students that the dormitories might have a reasonable educational benefit.

%lost recently, a South Dakota federal district court applied a traditional
equal protection analysis to South Dakota regulations and concluded that
there was not an adequate link between the rules and the goals. in Postrollo v.

the University of South Dakota26 the court said, among other things:

It is obvious from the evidence presented that the concern of the Board
of Regents is financia1.27

This court reeoin//esI/C5 there are valid educational objectives behind
the construction of dormitories While the objective behind dorm
construction may be educalloaal, the objective behind the regulation
requiring freshmen and sophomores to reside in dormitories is to retire
bond in and it is unreasonable and arbitrary to make only
some students pay for a benefit received by all students."

. . It Mere is no concrete evidence in the existing record... that the
esperience of dorm living either "broadens and enriches'. u student's
life or that it enhances his formal education in the area of personal and
soda) development ."

B. State 41ction and the Private College. Private colleges and universities
may well he immune tram attacks on residence regulations. in order to raise
the constitutional issues, the private school student would have to show
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sufficient "state action," "State action" is a prerequisite to raising federal
constitutional iNSUCS under the 14th Amendment. Court, have shown extreme
reluctance to expand the state action concept to private colleges and
universities, although the cases have presented ample opportunities to do so.
It is impossible to determine in the abstract whether "state action" is present
in a particular case. 1 he answer to that issue would turn on whether the
particular facts concerning dormitory construction, Loftin)l and regulation
evidence a "public function," "state control," or significant state contact and
involvement. It seems unlikely on the basis of the present case law that the
doctrine of state action and thus the 14th Amendment requirements of due
process and equal protection would be extended to the management of
dormitories at private colleges and universities.

V. Conclusion

The likely impact of the age of majority it a purely legal sense has been
much overrated. The sky has not fallen on higher education because of a
reduced age of majority. The test of independence or self-support for most
state and federal aid programs has not been dependent on age. However, the
lowoing of the age of majority has probably had significant impact on the
number of undergraduates now seeking "independence." The policy behind
existing and proposed regulations is almost certainly constitutional; some of
the means chosen to implement that concept may not survive a challenge on
due process grounds. Our present system of assessing non-resident tuition
seems to he constitutional, although certain procedural aspects may still be
regularly challenged with the goal of ensuring more consistent and objective
administration. Public institutions of higher education will probably continue
to have legal trouble with required on-campus living regulations. The parietal
rules of private institutions will probably not be subject to the same due

process or equal protection standards as those of public institutions. While
the legal implications have been slow to develop, the practical effect has been

to create a much larger pool of persons who arc disaffected with treatment as
a legal adult for some purposes and a "dependent" or "minor" for others.
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!Assistant t. hamelfor and legal t nowt, University of WisconsinMadison; nitwit
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See e.g. Noting. "Ramifications of ffir Age of %Horns ."(.0SPA, Washington. 1/.(...
1971

645 LI R 176.2(4), 39 f R 1162S (March 7, 1974)

Ihe present Nl)sl regulations, 45 LI K 144.7(b), establish only two tests: has the
student been claimed as an exemption or has the student received more than 5200 in the
year in which aid is sought and in the preceding year? the "two week" provision of the
proposed regulations is 4 significant tightening.

ilSan Irritant, Independent St Itfrut kndrialle,,, 411 U.S. 1

9tkcause of the "Preceding calendar year" language In both present and proposed
regulations the waiting period to establish "independence" will almost always es cud
One year.

10 iturrs , 413 U.S. 508 (1973); 11..4.1tA. v. *germ. 413 U.S. 528
(1973); Viand's f. tshrr. 412 U.S. 441 (1973)

1 3 See footnote 7.

;Some question can legitimately be raised about the extent to which this feature
Is tempered in practice by flexibility available to the financial aids officer. the topic is
deserving of further espluration.

13Rut, see Viand's v. Mine, supra n. 10. the Kline case involved access to higher
education, not welfare.

14
Carbone; "Quotas and Dollars; the Squeeze on Non-resi.4-or

Vol. 5. No. 5, October 1971. Carbone: Students and State Borders, Act Publications,
Iowa City, Iowa (1973). In Students and State Borders Carbone points out that state
colleges and universities stand to lose between 250 and 300 million dollars annually If
the ability to charge non-resident tuition were lost.

15Siorrei r. Mulkerson, 326 F. Supp. 234 (O. Minn. 1970), aff'd 401 U.S. 985
(1971): Sturgis v. State at Washington. 3h8 Supp. 38 (W.D. Wash. 1973), atf'd
without opinion. 414 U.S. 1057 (1974)
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18"Indeed, as stated above, such criteria esios, and since Section 126 was
invalidated, Connecticut through an official opinion of its Attorney Genera' has adopted
one such reasonable standard for determining the residential status of a student. "I he

Afforfic} eneral'. opinion states:
'In revittvim, a claim of instate status the issue becomes essentially one of domicile.
In general, the domicile of an individual is his true, fitted and permanent home and

place of habitation. ft is the place to which, whenever he is absent, he has the
intention of returning. This general statement, however, is difficult of application.
Each individual case must be decided on its own particular facts. In reviewing a claim,
relevant criteria include yeavround residence, voter registration, place of filing tax
returns, property ownership, driver's license, car registration, marital status, vacation
employment, etc.' " yids/as v. Kline, 412 U.S. 441, 454 (1973)

19Lonn. Publ. At No. S, sec. 126(a)(2) (1971)

MoIkre s. Southeastern Louisiana College 304 F. Supp. 826 (E.D. La 1970)

21 Prat/ r. Suuthstetern Louisiana Flolytechnk Institute
197n1 Appeal dismissed 402 U.S. 951, aff'd per cur 402 U.S.

22c.ouper s. Nis 343 F. Supp. 1106 (1972)

231d. p. 1110

24359 I. Supp. 1137 (MD. Mich 1972)

25 P. 1142

316 F. Supp. 872 (W.D. La
1004

26Po,troIlo s. t!nisvrsity of South Da4nta, 369 1. Supp. 778 (D. S.D. 1974); 63
F.R.D.9 (D. S.D. 1974) (supplemental opinion)

27369 F. Supp. at 780

281d.

29369 F. Supp. at 781
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Appendix C
THE PRESIDENTS SAK: OPINIONS OF PRESIDENTS OF

PRIVATE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ON PUBLIC
POLICY FOR PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION

Howard R. Bowen

In April 1974, a letter 01 inquiry was sent to 37 presidents of private
four-year cleges and universities representing varied institutions in all parts
of the country. The presidents were asked to express their views on the role
of private higher education, the outlook, and needed public policies to
strengthen the private sector.'

The letter was not a questionnaire. Rather, it merely asked the
respondents to reply by writing a letter expressing thet. ..ews. More than
thirty sent useful replies.

The purpose of the 'mar was to elicit suggestions of topics or points of
view to be included in the task force report, and also to determine whether
the report, as it was then taking form, was speaking to the concerns of
practicing educators.

The respondents in no sense constitute a representative sample of all of
private higher education. The responses are to be regarded as no more than a
collection of replies from a particular set of experienced, well-informed and
successful presioents. Nevertheless, the replies are of considerable interest in
reflecting the thinking of at least some practicing educators. The replies also
tend to confirm that the substance of this report is in touch with the realities
of private higher education.

Importance of Private Higher Education

The responding presidents were unanimous in the view that the private
sector of higher education makes a unique and important contribution to
American society and that in the public interest it should be preserved and
strengthened.

As one president put it

The vitality of any society and any part of a society is dependent on
having a multiplicity of centers of Initiative . I have often likened
the prevent situation to what occurred at the secondary level of eckca-
lion at the turn of the century . . . We suffer at the secondary
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level and already are beginning to suffer at the higher level of education
from a homogeneity of approach that in time spells impotence and
grackle/ deterioration ... The quill& of higher education in this coun-
try will be In direct proportion to the size and vitality of the
private sector. And if we are agreed that the quality of our society
depends directly on the quality of our structure of higher education,
the importance of the private Nectar is compounded

Many of the presidents were not, however, uncritical in their advocacy of
private higher education. Some indicated that not every single private
institution should survive and that all "should have the freedom to fail as well
as to succeed." Many respondents were careful to point out that the public
sector also makes a valuable social contribution. The two sectors were seen as
complementary and mutually supportive and any conflict between them as
unfortunate and unnecessary.

MO quality small private institutions ... seem (1) fearful about
asserting the validity of their bask purpose (because it really is elitist
and narrow( and (2) overly eager to make themselves sound like
mini-universities: lots of educational options, flexible requirements,
open admissions, etc. . We should say directly that we do general
education and pre-professional work for better-than-averive students
with a theoretically oriented but teaching faculty, that we consider
ourselves only part of the total i:eeds of American higher education,
but that we believe we can do this part better than any other kind of
educational institution.

* * *

/ do not believe the world would come to an end if the private sector
were to go out of business, but I believe much would be lost. ... it is
part of the American system to sponsor variety, lack of centralized
control and maximum opportunity for experiment and innovation. This
is best done if there is a system with minimum control exercised by
government. In making this point it is easy to fall into the trap of being
anti-public institution in attitude. I've heard many speeches seeking to
promote private higher education which end up doing It by making
public education look bad. This seems to me both impossible to
document and strategically fatal.

Several pointed out that the arguments for the private sector, though
entirely valid, tend to be abstract and subtle. It is extraordinarily difficult to
make the case in a way that is compelling to the general public, legislators,
and donors. Education in the private sector should take pains to state the case
with greater rigor and persuasiveness.

The difficulty Is that the argument Is so Intangible. We know what
It's like to live in a society that has a private sector; few ofus have
thought much about what It's like to live in one that does not. For the
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most part wt. have not pondered very deeply the loss of social energy
and the diminished quality of life that accompany the absence of
private foundations, privately supported educational institutions, and
independent social and cultural organizations. Thus, the ay of
"Pluralism in danger!" is likely to produce nothing more than a stifled
yawn. No latterday Paul Revere is likely to bring out the Minutemen by
shouting it down the village streets. Compared with easily grasped
concepts such us "equality" and "efficiency," pluralism needs more
than a skillful press agent to hold its own.

The Private Sector in jeopardy

The respondents were also unanimous in the belief that the present
condition of the private sector is precarious and that it will deteriorate unless
corrective measures are taken. Several alluded to the difficulty of convincing
the public and their representatives of impending danger.

Our budgets are squeezed.. . . Even the most fortunate of us are
having a tougher time financially. None of us can contemplate the
future with equanimity if present trends continue.

Many of us are encountering problems In maintaining enrollments
without either lowering academic standards or making ability-to-pay an
Important criterion of admission. This is all the more disturbing because
it comes just as we are trying to do our full share in the enrollment and
education of disadvantaged studentsan effort we are absolutely
unwilling to abandon.

We share also the experience of increased competition from
improved schools in the public sector, which is Intensified by our
evepincreasing expensiveness to the student, compared with tax-
supported institutions.

In higher education, the private sector held steady for years at about
one-half of total enrollments in the United States. Then around 1950
our share began to decline. By 1972 it had fallen to 24194 and there is

no end in sight.
* * * *

My own expertise in these matters is less than my experience. My
thinking has led me to conclusions like these: While in the short run, by
keeping a budget base narrow and compact and by applying greater
energy In fund-raising, I can find ways to defer crisis, I can find no way
In the long run to make revenues keep pace with rising expense. The
only strategies apparently vailable, thus, are defensive. We strateOze
against uncertainties and instability, keeping open as many options as
possible, reduced to hoping that somehow before real difficulty comes,
something will happen.

* * * *

Heaven only knows how much jemmy we are in. While through
stringent controls and a whole series of handsprings we may bring our
budgets into some kind of balance, we are nonetheless in deficit
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operation in tel 01 building MdifilentinCe and of decent tttiON and
working conditions, And . . unless we can get these matters straight-
ened out the prospect of maintaining quality will be seriously
threatened.

*

The private sector is clearly In jeopardy because it is limed to
compete on a totally inequitable price basis. It Is amazing to
me . . . that the private sector has been able to hold out so long In view
of the unrealistic competition that has been brou0o about through the
tax subsidized government schools. I know of no other area of business
or social life that could have endured so long with such artifickd price
differentiation.

* * *

17w gap between the tuition at public and private universities will
continue to grow and this gap threatens the long-run existence of
private universities.

* * * *

The key to the present dilemma in the private sector of higher
education is . to cope with the advantages given their public
"competition" in direct and indirect- subsidy of operations and
facilities,

* * * *

Private higher education is in trouble. I believe our task Is to define
how and why as well as trying to prescribe "rescue efforts." My reading
and experience tell me that private colleges have always been in
trouble! During the 20s and 30s it was inadequate plants, inadequate
enrollments, difficulties in maintaining enrollments, less than com-
pletely prepared faculty and inadequate offerings whkh troubled us. I
graduated from a college which lived with all these difficulties. It
survived. I graduated with some kind of an echzcation. And the world
goes on.

* * * *

I feel that responses to the plight of private higher education reflect
an under dimensioning of the problem both by educators and the public
and an inadequate commitment by persons associated with private
institutions to make the kinds of sacrifice which will be necessary to
effect renewal.

Several of the responding presidents recognized that many of the problems
facing private higher education are also present in the public sector. As one
president said:

Changing national circumstances bear on all higher education:
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leveling of population growth, perhaps a decline ten years horce in
(anew population, faltering national prochictivity, the special impact
of inflation an institutions li,te colleges and universities, growth of other
types of post -high school education . . . etc. 17w plight of public higher
education has a tlirect bearing on the kopardy in which the private
sector finds itself.

However, after recognizing that many problems are shared by the
public and private sectors, the stark fact remains that the tuition gap
widens over time Costs in the private sector rice without corresponding
growth of non - tuition sources of income, while rising costs In the public
sector tend to be offset by public appropriations.

Solutions: What the Private Institutions Should Do

In general, the presidents saw no adequate or lasting solutions that lie
within the initiative of the institutions themselves. They have all been
through the exercise of budgetary belt-tightening and arc at the point where
further tightening may impair distinctiveness and quality which are the main
attributes of private in itutions. All have tried earnestly to expand
non-tuition sources of income. However, several mentioned three possible
ways of improving matters, not as solutions but as palliatives. These were:
interinstitutional cooperation, improved management and diversified markets.

Some policies designed to strengthen the private Institutions . . may
take us into the realm of interinstitutional cooperation. We have several
specific instances of proposals. . . here, and have every intention of
pursuing them. However, there are some Instances where the interinsti-
tutional relationships have been anything but cooperative. In fact, I
think one told easily cite examples of increased cost, if not in dollars
at least in the . time of key people. .

* * * *

The private universities must manage themselves more effectively.
Many of the academic institutions of greatest quality have tended to
ignore the concept of efficient management. It has now become critical
that private universities move to use all their resources In the most
effective manner possible. Steps in this direction are already being
taken, and I predict that within a five-year period private universlt.i.s
will become models of effkient use of resources.

* * *

I have been attempting to increase the chances o'
College's survival . . . by Initiating rather drastic changes In Its make-
up . This has resulted In the development of two major morons in
addition to the Liberal Arts College, one a professional program and the
other designed for non - traditional stucknts. I make no attempt to hide
or apologize for the pragmatic approach to these two sectors of our
operation or to hide their (favorable) financial effects upon our Liberal
Arts program . ... However, if all private colleges assumed this same
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stance sets would not have a long-range solution to the national dilemma
01 the small private collew.

* *

We are having great success with our individualized off- campus M.A.
program . However, if every institution were 10 look to this source,
we would find that the sets/ices would quickly be oversupplied

Solutions: What State Governments Should Do

The respondents did not sharply distinguish between the functions of state
and federal governments with respect to private higher education. Both were
thought to have a role and in general there was a leaning toward diversity of
sources of support in the interests of institutional autonomy. Also, though a
few presidents referred to the possibility of institutional grants, the great
majority would prefer public aid via students. One president expressed the
matter as Wilms:

I ant quite concerned about a total monopoly of higher education by
government units. If we become dependent . .. upon a single tax base
source, then We are indeed a public institution in the sense of our
source of income . .. This condition can be created by a relatively
small fraction of a college's budget because so many colleges have no
nwrgin left. Thus, I feel very strongly that support for the independent
sector of higher education should come via the student. The states
and /or the federal government should make available to those students
who need it monies to attend any college they choose to attend,
somewhat in the manner of the G. I. Bill. Even under those conditions
we should be very careful not to let the governments limit for the
recipients of this assistance a particular kind of "training" or "special
education" in the interests of society. We should let . the wisdom of
the colleges, and the free choice of the students respond to society's
needs, and I am sure they will.

Many of the respondents singled out the tuition gap as the major problem,
and suggested some form of tuition grants from the states to students of
private colleges as the most practicable policy.

The closing of the tuition gap is hardly a new idea but it would seem
to be a factor in assisting private institutions without leopardizing any
of their independence, If it is done by supplying the student with a
stipend when he attends a private school. The tuition gap varies widely
from state to state, but I am chiefly concerned about the middle-
income group which does not qualify for assistance through need
factors that tie in with low family income.

* * * *

As one specific remedy at the State level, I propose heavily funded
student grant programs, reducing . .. the tuition differential between
public and private institutions.



+ t *

1 have proposed that there he established in the State of_
a bask grant for every student attending a private college. 1 think this
should probably be $751) and then should range upward to possibly
SI,i00 based oil WI evaluation of the PSC' f(11777. MA would not
completely equalize the opportunity betssven the public and private
sector's but would go a long way toward alleviating the lament dis-
cre'panc'y.

*

My ono preference is to treat the tuition as a price, and to
compensate by direct grants to students to maintain an equitable
system for findncing education. 1 recognize, hOWLVer, that this system is

not politically plausible to most politicians. / have, therefore, been
moving toward a system in svhkh the state or the federal government
would establish two-valued scholarships, where the scholarship would
be of greater value If used at a private Institution. The requirement for
rite scholarship must be that it is given In advance of the decision-

making period of the student.

Some respondents also recommended other forms of aid to students,
including state achievement scholarships, grants to students based on need,

etc. A lew hinted at the desirability of higher tuitions in public institutions,
but tended to dismiss this as politically infeasible. Several, however, thought
that circumstances would in fact force public tuitions upward in the years
ahead and that this would help in narrowing the tuition gap.

One president uttered a warning about state grants to students, which are

now being widely advocated:

The only alternatives 1 know are to put public monies at our
disposal, either through grants to institutions or grants to students. It
appears to my eye that any consensus orenthusiasm about institutional
grants has passed. It appears to me also that grants to students, as a

means of "equalizing" tuition or otherwise assuring choke and access
by students needs deeper analysis to discover the long-range implica-
tions and consequences. Public policies entered into in such massive
proportions as these entitlements and grants seem to require, often
carry significant, unanticipated side effects.

One possible side effect to which this president might be alluding is a
potential increase in the power of students over institutions if a large part of
institutional income were derived from students.

Several respondents referred to the need for better planning by the states

to avoid wasteful duplication of services, often involving needless hardship to

private institutions. Several also suggested expansion of state contracting with
private institutions for services that might otherwise have to be provided by
the public sector.
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State planning for higher education should, at a minimum, contem-
plate the total resources ot higher education in the slate when derision
are made to locate new institutions, expand old ones, adopt new degree
programs, etc.

*

An essential part of any policy will have to be effective state control
of the public sector to prevent it from gobbling up a greater share of
the declining number of students attending private institutions State
governments must effectively prevent needless expansion both geo-
rwhically and programmatkally.

* * *

Adopt legislative state planning that would prevent unnecessary and
wasteful duplication and competition between public and private
institutions.

* * * *

Adopt a system whereby states might contract with private
institutions to provide educational programs rather than continuing to
expand programming under public auspices.

Finally, several mentioned the tendency for state and local governments to
impair historic exemption from taxes on property, sales, licenses, etc.

In our area we have been harassed constantly by local governments
for payments in lieu of taxes. The state long ago conferred by statute
exemption from local property taxes for non-profit educational
institutions but the financial woes of cities and towns has led to a very
sirit7cort aggressiveness In their dealings with the universities. Large
cities frequently place obstacles in the way of accomplishing anything
which requires city permission unless some kind of payments are agreed
to

Solutions: What the Federal Government Should Do

The respone.ents made several suggestions for improvement of the federal
posture toward private higher education. The most consistent theme was
disappointment with federal student aid programs which have been of limited
use to students in private colleges. Many of the responding presidents
advocated an evolution of the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program
into something that will be of help to the middle class and that will have
realistic funding for students in private institutions.

The voucher concept appeals to me. I should think it could he
developed from BEOG program without too much difficulty.

* * * *

We need a Federal student grant program that will provide assistance
to middle income as well as low income families and that will provide
incentives for states to enlarge their student grant programs.
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*

Esperience on our individual campuses and an .,1(1, study released
last summer proved that the HLO( program works as a deterrent for .
students who are considering private col /egos.

!Apial unanimity was epiessed iegatding possible lunge% in tlw income
and estate IA% laws that would weaken the incentive to private giving to
higher education.

Preset-II/lion of a favorable tax climate for donors is the most
important single Factor in the long run Without this we cannot
strengthen ourselves tor the future.

*

the federal government properly is alwuys trying to dose the
loopholes... in the Federal tar laws, and in doing so threatens to
forget the importance of gifts and bequests to private charitable
institutions. ... Rather than put obstacles in the way of our getting
private gills and bequests, I would like to see the Federal government
work out some kind of program which maintains and extends tax
incentives for gifts and bequests.

Some recent thinking in Washington and elsewhere has been that a larger
share of the costs of higher education could be net through student loans.
The respondents recognised the place of credit in the total financial system,
but had reservations about its use as a principal source.

/ belkve it is important that /additional/ aid be an outright grant
rather than a loan because students have presently reached a point
where they cannot to /:rate additional loans.

* * *

Make better arrangements on both the Federal and state levels for
loan funds to students . . . . The Federal government is following
policies that make students pay a greater proportion of their college
costs, and I think the least the Federal government could do is make
loan funds more readily available.

Many respondents suggested that an important function of the federal
government is to provide incentives to the states to give assistance to private
higher education. One especially significant suggestion would overcome
tendencies in state programs to limit private colleges to in-state students.

I recommend a federal student grant prow= . that will provide
. incentives for states to enlarge their own student grunt programs. There

is a great risk that state support of private higher education will take
forms that encourage private colleges and universities to recruit
students from their own states . One of the strengths of American
higher education Is that individuals have been encouraged to find
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the best %child for them, whether it be in the same state or in another
state. Also Atudents learn a great deal from studying with others
who come from Quite different backgrounds, and geography Is
important as a differentiating chrracteristic.... I wonder If some kind
of federal recognition of this problem, and incentive to correct It, like
that accorded when unemployment compensation laws were made uni-
form, might not be helpful. Otherwise I worry greatly about a kind of
"balkankation" of Wier ecbcation.

* * *

The Federal government could set a base amount for the closure of
the tuition gap . . and then the states themselves could supply
additional monies to come into line with the pcifticular gap between
public and private tuition in each Individual state.

Several suggestions, each expressed by only one president, arc deserving of
mention:

Restoration of support for graduate students, graduate programs,
and research

Grants to Institutions along the lines of the Bundy program in New
York but available nationwide

A federal Institutional aid program that would provide at least
modest per capita grants

Esplicit continuing support via block grunts of institutions having
concern, ;lions of talent and quality

Strengthening of the U. S. Office of Education, perhaps by dividing
HEW

Forgiveness of capital indebtedness to the federal government
according to a reasonable formula and/or modification of restrktkms
on the use of buildings subject to such indebtedness

Institutional aid to medical schools.

The Question of Autonomy

Many of the presidents felt that private higher education faces a dilemma
because, on the one hand, it cannot survive without public financial support
and, on the other hand, public support may lead to a degree of public control
that is inconsistent with the independence which is the raison d'ttre of the
private sector. For this reason, most looked with some skepticism on
institutional grants and preferred grants to students. Most felt on balance
with some misgivings, to be sure that, with appropriate forms of aid and
with forbearance on the part of government, Ldependencr and public
support were not mutually incompatible.

Affirmative public policies-local, state and federal -are needed to
endorse, encourage, enhance, perhaps ensure, the operational and
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hiitillet /Mu t. (hiii also public ones).
l he attirmative recognition of tlie social value of istittitimfal indepen-
dene may he necessaty rather than a 11/1101/(#1 of rear-y:11nd
defensive at lion% to proied t tlw independence from the increasing array
01 datta47%.

l here is a generally unspokm ambivalence we till seem to have about
maintaining independence and at the' same time accepting public
monies. . . So far, there has been I lack of candor and realism in such
discussions which make the arguments less than compelling, and result
in a diffuse and generally incoherent approach to governmenki
authorities.

*

I have vigorously opposed over the years government grants to
private Institutions for inevitably these Institutions then het ome part of
the government monopoly.. . . the only solution I have seen is that of
providing full eMicational opportunity by government grunts to the
individual students rather than government grants to the institutions. In
this mil, institutional competition based on educational performance is
preserved.

Conclusions

The following two excerpts from presidential responses provide fitting
conclusions to this appendix:

I would gue3s that we will make a mistake if we try to find one,
single, massive solution to the financial problems of the institutions in
the private sector. I have an intuitive sense that if we can maintain a
number of rather smaller, incrementally important, support programs,
we can respond better to the various emphases and apprombes of our
privc2 institutions and they will have more room for the play of
Initiative and the exercise of independence.

* f * *

I feel strongly that the new characteristics of the world condition
enhance the need for trained intelligence of all kinds and consequently
increase the burdens and opportunities of higher education, private and
put. lc. Problems of population, food, energy, environment, mental
health and all the rest may call for moral incentives, cultural
adaptations, and Divine Intervention, but they also call for the
maximum, optimum use of the human mind, and that hears heavily on
the nature of policies that will be wise for private education.
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1 irst tot I rttct to l'octidents:

April 22, 1974

Mar
his letter is to ask sous ads-etc. 1 am sending similar letters to several

friends located in various types of institutions.

I have been giving .t fair amount of time and thought in the past year to
the question of the future of private higher education. I have been working
on my own and aiw as a member of a task fOrce of the National Council of
Independent Colleges and Universities (which is an arm of Association of
American Colleges).

My hope, which may he overly ambitious, is that somehow coherent
national policies tor private higher education may he developed which will
have the support of many educators and which can be vigorously advocated
in the Congress and in state legislatures.

I am operating under the following assumptions: (a) that the private sector
is an indispensable part of the American system of higher education, (b) that
this sector with some exceptions is in jeopardy, and (c) that coherent
policies designed to strengthen the private colleges and universities (without
sacrificing their independenw) are needed.

My request is that you respond indicating your views as to whether the
above Assumptions are valid and as to what specifically (it anything) should
he done at either the state or federal level to improve the position of the
private colleges and universities. I don't expect a lengthy discussion but
merely a listing of the measures you think might he useful. Alter I receive
your letter, I might call you in case I have questions or need elaboration.

I might have sent you a qu ,tionnaire instead of this letter. I decided
against it because I want to hem' what is on your mind rather than to have
your reactions on what is on my mind.
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